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IN THE 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virgh1ia . 
AT RICHMOND. 
Record No. 3208 
R. A.. WEST, Plaintiff in Error, 
versus 
J. A. ANDERSON, STATE HIGHWAY COMMISSIONER 
OF VIRGINIA, Defendant in Error. 
PETITION FOR WRIT OF ERROR ON BEHALF OF 
. R. A. WEST. . 
To the Honorable Chief Justice and the Justices of the Su-
preme Court of Appeals of Virginia: 
Your petitioner, R. A. West, represents that he is ag-
grieved by a final judgment rendered by the Circ:uit Court 
of Alleghany County, Virginia, on the 11th day of June, 1946, 
in a certain condemnation proceedings therein pending, 
wherein your petitioner was defendant and J. A. Anderson, 
State Highway Commissioner of Virginia, was petitioner. 
A duly certified copy of the transcript of the record is 
herewith filed and references herein are . to the mannscript 
·record. ·References herein to the Virginia Code, unless oth-
erwise stated are to Virginia Code of 1942 Annotated 
(Michie). . . 
Your petitioner. is advised and represents -that said ~udg-
ment of June 11, 1946, is erroneous and that he is aggrieved 
thereby in the following particulars, namely: 
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2* • ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR. 
I. 
The judgment of the trial court of June 11, 1946, sustain-
ing the exception of March 12, 1946, of the petitioner in the 
trial court to the report of the commissioners of March 11, 
1946, and overruling the motion of the petitioner herein of 
March 26, 1946, to strike said exception, is contrary to the 
law and evidence and erroneous. 
II. 
The judgment of the trial court of June 11, 1946, reducing 
the award of the commissioners in their report of March 11, 
1946, for the value of the land taken from $2,757.00 to $2,000.00 
and entering final judgment .for $2,000.00 is contrary to the 
law and evidence and erroneous. 
STATEMENT OF PROCEEDINGS AND FACTS. 
The parties will. be ref erred to herein according to their 
position in the trial court, where the defendant in error was 
the petitioner and the plaintiff in error the defendant. 
The petitioner instituted this condemnation proceedings 
against the defendant under Virginia Code Section 1969j. 
In accordance with Section 2 thereof, the petitioner moved 
the court that the defendant be required to file a grounds of 
defense, which motion was granted on June 11, 1945. 
3* ((c An original and amended grounds of defense were 
filed by the defendant. . The amended grounds of de-
fense stated the value of the land taken as $2,000.00 and 
the damages to the residue as $2,500~00 (R., p. 7). On March 
11, 1946, the commissioners, theretofore, appointed, together 
with the judge of the court viewed the land sought to be con-
demned. Thereafter, on the same day, evidence was intro-
duc~d before the Court and the commissioners by the defend-
ant as to the value of the land taken and the damages to 
the residue (R., pp. 31, et seq., 38, et seq., and 48, et seq). 
The land taken was a filling station site fronting on Route 
60 between Covington and Clifton Forge, Virginia, for ap-
proximately 300 feet. From their view and the testimony 
before them, the commissioners could have found that the 
value of the land taken was gr.eater than $2,000.00, the value 
thereof stated in the amended grounds of defense. 
The petitioner did not object or except to the view or to 
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any of the testimony offered by the defendant on the grounds 
that it was inadmissible under the grounds of defense or 
otherwise to prove the amount of the value of the land taken 
or of the damages to the residue. On conclusion of the tes-
timony, the commissioners were instructed by the court, so 
far as is here material, wit:ijout .objection or exception. 
The commissioners on March 11, 1946, filed their report 
by which they awarded the defendant $2,757.00 as the value 
of the land taken and $400.00 as the damages to the residue 
(R., p. 8). 
On March 12, 1946, the petitioner excepted to the commis-
sioners' report (R., p. 10) because the amended grounds of 
defense stated the value of the land taken at $2,000.00 and 
the commissioners' report found such value to be $2,757.00; 
and moved the court to either set the report and award 
4* aside or required the defendant to remit the *excess of 
$757.00. The· defendant on March 26, 1946, filed his mo-
iion to strike petitioner's exception as being insufficient in 
law· and coming too late (R., p. 12). 
The court, on June 11, 1946, entered its final judgment, of 
which your petitioner herein complains, sustained sia excep.;. 
tion, overruled said motion to strike and, without setting 
aside report of the commissioners or putting the defendant 
on terms to remit the allegl3d excess, reduced the award for · 
the value of the land taken from $2,757.00 to $2,000.00 a1i~ 
entered judgment for the plaintiff for the said sum. of $2,-
000.00 together with the sum of $400.00 awarded for dam-
ages to the residue (R., p. 15). 
POSITION OF THE DEFENDANT IN ERROR. 
The position of the defendant in error is that the grounds 
of defense provided for in Viginia Code Section 1969j2 is 
a pleadfng analogous to a common law declaration and that 
no award can be made by a commission in a condemnation 
proceedings for the value of the land taken or the damages 
to the residue in ·excess of the values thereof stated in such 
grounds of defense . 
• POSITION OF THE PLAINTIFF IN ERROR. 
The position of the plaintiff in error is that such grounds 
of defense is not a pleading, but a statement of the particu-
lars of the plaintiff in error's claim, provided for to pre-· 
vent the defendant in error from being surprised by plain-
tiff in error's testimony; that whether such grounds of de-
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fense is a pleading or a statement of particulars, if evidence 
in variance therewith is introduced and not stricken 011 ob· 
jection or motion, tte variance is waived and cannot be 
5* ·*raised ,after a report of the commissioners has been 
made; and that the court had no power or authority to 
reduce the award of the commissioners and enter judgment 
for such reduced award. 
ARGUMENT. 
Grounds of Defense Not a Pleading. 
Virginia Code 1969j2 has for years provided: 
"Proceedings for condemnation hereunder shall be insti-
tuted and conducted in the name of 'State Highway Com-
missioner', and the procedure shall, except insofar as al-
tered here by, be niuta-tis · muta1ul.is the same as is prescribed 
by law for railroad corporations, and the rights of all per-
sons affected shall be subject to the general laws of this 
State, insofar as the same may be applicable under the gen-
eral purposes of this act, and except as hereby altered or 
modified. '' 
Accordingly, the pleadings in a condemnation proceedings 
thereunder, on the part of the defendant, where the defend-
ant desired to raise any issues other than the value of the 
land taken and the damages to the residue ; such as the fail-
ure to make a bona fide effort to purchase, want of authority 
'in the petitioner, absence of a public use or that the land to 
be condemned was already devoted to public use ; consisted 
of an answer, plea or demUT, as might be appropriate, just 
as in other proceeding·s. Nn pleadings were required to raise 
the issue of the value of the land taken or damages to the 
residue as these issues were fixed and raised bv the constitu-
tional and statutory provisions relating to eminent domain. 
These issues as to value were the only issues which were 
~ubmitted to the commissioners for decision. Other issues 
raised by the defendant by a11-swer, plea or demur were sub-
mitted to the court for decision and it was erroneous foi· the 
court to appoint commissioners until the court had dis-
6* posed of such other *issues. Charles v. Big Swndy a.111<1 
Cumberland Railroad C01npany (1925), 142 Va. 512, 129 
S. E. 384. 
In 1942 the legislature amended Section 1969j2 to provide, 
so far as is here material, as f oll~ws: 
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''The said tenant of the freehold, or the owner or owners; 
shall, upon motion of the petitioner, file in writing, within 
ten days after the return day of the notice of such motion, 
his grounds of defense, which · grounds of defense shall 'Set 
out valuations of the land to be taken and on appraisal of 
~he damages which may accrue to the residue. After the 
filing· of said e;rounds of defense, or after the time for filing· 
.same has expired, the· court, or the judg·e thereof in vaca-
tion, shall, upon motion of either of the petitioner or the 
landowner, summon either seven o,r five freeholders, who 
shall be residents of the county wherein the land or the 
greater part thereof to be condemned is situated." 
This amendment had its origin in 1940. There the state-
ment to be filed by the defendant was called a bill of particu--
lars. 1940 Cumulative Supplement to the Virginia Code 1936 
Annotated (Michie), Section 1969j2. / 
There is nothing in Section 1969j2 that intimates that by 
ibis amendment the legislature intended to abolish the method 
of pleading by answer, plea or demur, theretofore avaib1ble 
· to a defendant in a condemnation proceedings, or even in-
tended to establish an alternative method of pleading. There 
was and had never been any necessity for a defensive plead-
ing to raise the issue of the value of the land to be taken 
or the damages to the residue. These issues were and are 
raised by the constitutional and statutory provisions relat;. 
ing to eminent domain. The grounds of defense provided 
for are limited to these matters of value. Other issues must 
still be raised, if at all, by answer, plea or demur as formerly. 
The purpose of any pleading is to enable· the adverse parties 
to arrive at the issues between them.· The grounds of de-
fense provided for is clearly both unnecessary and ""in-
7,;, sufficient for this purpose, and consequently ·could not 
have been intended by the legislature as a pleading. 
Such grounds of defense clearly lacks other essentials of a 
pleading. First, it is to be filed by the defendant only at 
the option of and on the motion of the petitioner. If fifod 
by the defendant on his own initiative it would be strictly 
a fugitive pap~r and surplusage. Again, if not filed by the 
defendant, a judgment for default, the usual penalty for· a 
failure to plead is not rendered against the defendant. The 
commission still has to determine the issues as to value sub-
mitted to it by our constitution and statutes, which clearly 
shows that the grounds of defense does not and was not in-
tended to raise or arrive at these issues of value, the pur-
pose of a pleading·. It is absurd to say that any legislatur~ 
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having any idea of· the pm·pose and characteristics· of' a pleacI-
ing would make a~y such provisions as to a statement,; which 
was intended for or .regat·ded as a pleading. 
There is a plain· ~d simple explanation of what the legis-
lature intended,. by . the 1942 amendment, involving no ab-
surdity and no far. reaching change in practice. By the 
amendment, the legislature expressly made applicable to pro-
ceedings before the oommissionerS' in condemnation under 
Section 1969j2, the practice on trial of proceedings generally 
in this State under Virginia Code Section 6091. That_ prac-
tice is after the issues are made up by the pleadings, the 
plaintiff, to avoid surprise by the defendant's evidence can 
obtain from the defendant a statement of particulars of his 
cl~im and, the defendant in his evidence is limited to the 
particulars stated, unless the plaintiff waives a variance by 
failing to object thereto. In fact at the origin of this amend~ 
ment in 1940 our legislature referred to it as what it 
8* actually is, a bill of particulars and not •a pleading·. 
Objection for Variance Waived. 
Whether such grounds of defense is a statement of par-
ticulars as plaintiff in error contends, or a pleading, as the 
defendant in error contends, it is tl1e settled law of this state 
. that the defendant in error, not having objected to plaintiff 
in error's evidence when introduced or thereafter moved to 
strike it out because of the variance between the evidence 
and the amount stated in the grounds of defense as to the 
value of the land taken, waived the variance and could not 
take advantag~ of it after the filing of the report of the com-
missioners, as the defendant in en-or has attempted, and 
the court has permitted him, to do in this case. 
If the grounds of defense is a statement of particulars, 
we do· not believe the defendant in error would contend that 
the settled law of this state is otherwise than above stated. 
In Duncan v. Carson (1920), 127 Va. 306, 103 S. E. 665, 105 
S. E. 62; there was a variance between the evidence offered 
by the defendant and his grounds of defense. The evidence 
was introduced without objection or motion to strike out by 
the plaintiff. After the case had been submitted on the plain-
tiff's demur to the evidence, the plaintiff for the first time, 
sought to object and take advantage of the variance. In 
denying his rig·ht to do so this court through Burks, J., said: 
"If e1.1idence admissible under the general issue, but not 
1.f/Jider the grounds of (lef ense, is offered aml received with-
R. A.· W esf v,. J: A:.· And~:rsoil; Corlirliissidiier. i' 
dut'oYjectfon; andrt-Jie're··is:no motidn·t'o:strike it out; db'jecti(n~ 
to its admissibility is thereby waived, and it may be consid.:. 
ered by the ju,ry." ( Italics supplied.) 
THis is unflbtHitedly tlitf pt~s'ent rnw·· of.' Virgi'nHt. · 
9* *A'gain,1 if1 sµcl1 gi·dtrtilHr' of dtnerfae 'hf a ple~dmg' and 
tb'.e rule ap!Jli~ab1e to a: 1 c<>nimon: law; d~cla:r_ation is. ~P~ 
plical1le, as defendi:ttit1 i:h. errdr'·cotitend~;-uri:aer Virg:irlia 1 Code 
S"ections':6104· and· 6250,-if the: defendant' iri e'rrbr: Hall' ob'.! 
j ected dti' account I c,f I' tHe variance' t o-Ji ! the he1arin'g1 . bef b:re'. tlie'· 
eonrt1 a:dd'. the commiss'i~.er~~!. or tli<Y plai:Htift i:b'. 1 error'.' haa) 
lii:ms~lf: liecome· '. aware I dr the ~ variance;• it' would; liave! ' be(en: 
e-rror· for· the c·ourt to' h'av~·refb:se·a=to :p~rfuif the''plaintiff it( 
er'.NYr to amend 11.iis' groimds of1 def eris'e 'to, ·c·onfotm fo th'e·'ptoo'f, 
as I td I Value'' 0Il SUeh' te'rm'.S:: as: tb C0Jl'ti:tmh:ilce ' as~ th'e CQUi•t I 
might de·em just. That' this· wasi·.tlie' pWtposc( and effec!t' of' -
S-ectio,ns!1fil04 and "6250 1is 1 ·sb!own· ~'the dec1s\on a111~ OJ'.)inicni' 
of~tMerco11tt"in Sta)ndard· Paint OiJmp·any-'v;'E: K. Vietb'r'aiid' 
Company (1917), 120 Va. 595, 91 S. E. ·752,' a:n·d tlie''opini:6ns· 
in nu:qierous cases since.. Thus, in Wood v. Quillin (1936), 
167• Va.· 255, l&s··S: Er 216',. it"was h~ld 1tha't'it'wa'i(rio't<etrbr 
to permit· the plaintiff,.. orr '.his mdtfont,' before he h'a~ 'co'il(}luded 
hhf evide1'lce·· to· amend :his 'notice-: orm'opion··ove:f'th'e''obj~bfion· 
of· the defendant· tci inc1~ease·, the dahl'ages · aileged· froni 
$1;000.00 tcY $1,800'.0Q .. to avoi'd 1a: vatiance~ 
lt!is'·equally well 1settieff'tiiat if a pa'rti' desires ·to'·talfe' 
a~vati~a~~, ?f a· ·~ari:~nc~: ·betw:ee~11t~~ ·p~le~Hi;11g'. .an~ 1_th'e.' ·P~?o'.f. 
he must obJect to' th~ ev1d'ettce· whenr offered' '01~ move to str1lte 
it out. If:he does not'do ;S0~1 he'waives·the vadance' and' ob-
jection tl'.lerefor; ~Iwreaftel4 1 ~omes'' too11 late!' Othenvise ',the 
other party ~voultl b~· det>'riveir of· the'· blfa~fits ·of' Sections· 
61Clil: 1aild;6250.· Thus, in 'd~livering:'the··opinio~r of 1this: coutt 
in· Nei,,port Neu,.s a!J'l,d'O/ Fi.° Ry;- an,d"Elel::tfi'c'Oonipaiil/ff'v:· Mc-
Corrnick:· (1907); lOff va~ 517; ·50:-S/ :m: 281,i Whittle; J'J, said': 
',.The -ffrst' assignmenfl' of erfor • "is ·,to.' the(· refnsrit I of t1'1b. 
court' :to ·1g'rahf. an instrlictioil:-fotltlcled ·u,pon afr 1al1egecl va1~i-
ance 'behveen the dechfration·:ana· p~obf. o:e·tnat assignirierit. 
it is 'sufficitn1t ·tp obse1•ve that; no 'ob!iectioW1iavi1~g 'betin11rU:ule · 
t 6 ·th~: admissibilitif-· of 'evid~-IU!e, or no 11mot'i61i· to · e{Jjtlude 
10,,_. *it ··on account ··of ·t1z.~, ·suppi'Jsed 'vci.r-id11We·; -the· ·,o'IJ!j'ed_tioit' 
ntust b~ I ctmsidered1 'as. ·having ''.bi3en' waived.:' A '.df/fere1it'. 
rul~' of 1 practice would 'de1Jrii>e 1 ·tM plaintiff r in siich ca:se .. of 
the benefits of Section tJ384, Va. Code .1904. ( Citingtcases:) 
(Italics supplied.) · 
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Section 3384. Va. Code 1904 is the same as present Section 
6250~ 
In Conrad Y. Ellison-Harvey Company (1917), 120 Va. 458, 
91 S. E. '763; DuPont Engineering Company v. Blair (1921), 
129 Va. 423, 106 S. E. 328; Southern Railway Company v. 
May (1927), 147 Va. 542, 137 S. E. 493, and Morris v. Peyton 
(1927), 148 Va. 812, 139 S. E. 500, this principle was applied 
where the cause of action upon which plaintiff's recovery 
depended was not alleged in the plaintiff's declaration. The 
objection for variance was made for the first time in the 
. Conrad case on appeal. In the DuPont Engineering case on 
motion to set aside the verdict and enter "judgment. In the 
Southern Railway case on objection to plaintiff's instruc-
tions. And in the Morris case on motion to set aside the 
verdict and enter judgment. In each case this court held 
that the objection for variance had been waived and came 
too late. In delivering the opinion of the court in the Morris 
case, Crump, P ., said : _ 
"No objection was made to any of the plaintiff's evidence 
on the ground of variance until after the jury's verdict. A 
careful examination of the record fails to disclose any such 
objection, or any motion to exclude any portion of plain-
tiff's evidence. If any such question had been raised during 
the course of the tr\al, the court would doubtless have al-
lowed the plaintiff, if essential to amend the notice of motion, 
pursuant to the settled practice unoer Section 6250 of the 
Code. b" case of variance between the evidence a,n,d the a,l-
legations, the 'U,S1tal and correct practice is to object to the 
evidence when. offered, or if it is already in, to 1move to ex-
clude it, and in either event to euevt to wn adverse r·uling 
of the court. Attention is thus called to the discrepancy and 
an opportunity offered the other party to cure the· objection. 
"It is elementary law that t-he vroof mu.st correspond 
11 ~ *'tVith the allegations. But to avail him.self o.f this rule 
"If there was in any particular a variance between the 
notice· and the proof in this case, the defendant waived it by 
failure to make timely objection, and by availing himself of 
full opportunity to meet the plaintiff's proof by evidence on 
his behalf. Under such circumstances, the objection to the 
verdict of the jury on this ground presents nothing for con-
sideration by the appellate court." ( Citing cases. (Italics 
supplied.) 
· It is submitted that under these principles and authorities, 
R . .A. West v. J . .A. • .Anderson, Commis·sioner. 9 
the trial ·eeurt erred in sustaining dmendant in error's ex-
'3eption of March 12, 1946, even if plaintiff in error's grounds 
of defense were a pleading . 
.After the time for exceptions had expir-ed, the defendant 
in error attempted tq ~ssert that the plaintiff in error had 
himself testified that the value of the land taken was $2,ooo;oo, 
and that, under the holding· in ll!lassie v. Firmstone (1922), 
134 Va. 450, 114 S. E. 652, and other cases the plaintiff in 
error was bound thereby. ·There is no merit in this conten-
tion because it is submitted, that is not the true .construction 
of the plaintiff in error's testimony; and, even if it were, 
the holding in the Massie case and cases following, it is ~p-
plicable only where a party is testifyng as to matters of 
fact wthin his own lmowledg·e and not ·where, as here, the 
party is testifying to a matter of opinion, namely: value. 
This court reco~nized this limitation upon the holding in the 
~fassie case anct cases following it in its opinion in Worrell 
v. Worrell (1939), 174 Va. 11, 4 S. E. (2d) 343 .. There is 
moreover another reason why this contention of the defend-
ant in error and his contention with respect to variance did 
not warrant the court's judgment of June 11, 1946. On the 
conclusion of all the evidence without objection or exception 
and at the request of the defendant in error, his instructio1i 
Numb~r 2 was granted, which was as follows: 
12* *'' The Court further instructs the commissioners 
· that while it is competent to introduce evidence as to 
the value of land taken and the damages to the remaining 
land such evidence is opinion evidence and the commissioners 
are not required mider the law to be bound by such opinion 
-evidence." (R., p. 76.) 
It seems to the plaintiff in error that this instruction is 
sound law and applicable to the facts of this proceeding. But, 
whether it was correct law or not, it has become the la~ of 
this case for both the plaintiff in error and the defendant 
in error. It is fatal to every objection and exception, the 
defendant in error bas made to the report of the commission-
ers. Whatever bis rig·hts might have been, having told the 
commissioners through the court that they were not bound -
by the testimony bef oi-e them in fixing the value of the· land 
taken, he cannot complain that they followed his instruction. 
Certainly no authority is necessary to support the proposi-
tions that an instruction given without an objection or ex-
ception becomes the law of the case, and that a party cannot 
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complain, of an. instruetionl even, if, erroneous; given: at: his. 
o,m: ins:tance. 
TR:r.A.,u .COURT." HIAD · NO :POWERi'TIO REDUC]l AWA'RD. 
The- d-ef endani1 in: ernu· ·im llis !exception .of-: Ma:mh ! 12;.1946,.. 
mo.v.ed the.,court·to put. the plaintiff-'ih ermr on:terms'.,tb re.!. · 
mit· tlie· alleged>~xooss ·of:'$757.:00 orr W he refusecl: to ... remit,. 
to set: aside ,the 1!epoTt• of the:·commissfoners and .gtant!,a ·new. 
triaL However,· _the:court,:.by:its judgment1of J'une{'ll; 1946, 
did ~not, put ther-plainitiff;·in eirrorr on terms· to ;re,mitl ancir did., 
no.~;grant a 0 new. trial; bnt reduied,thei·award· ofi the- cmimnis .. 
sioners: frOilll, $2,757.0C)'I to·, $2,000.00 aruil enteTed · ju.dgment, 
there:f0trr It-is:submitted that thi$: 1aei1lion of-the ·oourt·w.as m1-
authorized 8.1llcil ,enonieoll!s~: Section· 1969j2. provfo1es,1 so· 
rn,~ far:as-.is• mil.'e:*material; as :fo11«!>ws·:: 
"The court .or the judgie, .as· the-'. case, may, be,l shaU'.h1ave 
tb:e · same.~ p.owerr over·-the co:mmissioRtM:s?. report, as: it· now, 
has., OiVeir: ·ve1:diets .· of--jun-ies.; inn ci-vil . aotioos~' 2 
This- . pro-vision I certainly! ,does ,not i warrant ' the-~couirt rs·: ac~ · 
tion;. 
At common law.1 wheirettthe--verdi:et·,was~fo!J."1a larger amount 
than was claimed in the declaration it would either be set 
asioo,,alildiannew ;trial!a-warded ·om ther pfaintiff·mig·ht remit· 
th~ .excesst:.ruidr> take: jadgment I for~:the ('amount 1claimed ·in the 
declaration .. 1T ook,.:v~, .'I'mmbulb. (S06)r. 1©·· · Va~1. (611 OaU) · 85~1 
·while ~t:h'e,!court- has· assig'Deckno· ·g:rounds .-fair ·its·· act-ion· in 
npt ·.follPwing thisi,common -.law, ruoo1 Vhgmia:i Code·· Section 
6251 must have been the basis therefor. It ·is the only~ Vfr-
ginia statute purporting- to authorize a court to set aside 
a:ver-mc.t .. apd,_ienter anfinaJ. ·judgment fcm1an amount less . .than 
tha.:ver<il.iAt~·. B:nt·Secti'on ;6B5ldtu terms ·isr·not applicable to· 
the . in$tant . proceedings: It ·.is .. aJi>plioable. · onl~·· where, the· 
Ve!!dfot1 :is -.set .. ·aeide ·as, contracy· tot ,the,:evidence, ·or, without 
. ·e\!ide.nce:to,·s11ppor.t it,: .and:in·illo·,otlaerrcase .. When a,·ver~ 
cij~t ·is,isQ1i.rasidEt for ·a.,variance; asi,here; .it ,is:,set· aside~not 
be.eauaejt ·:is contr~ry, to,-tbe -evidence· or ,w.itJiout ·evidence fo'. 
suppprtlit,, but becaus.e it.t'is contrany·,to,law:, l\for.eover~ ev(m· 
whe1;e;Seetiondi2511is. applicablerwhere,the aotion; .is fmmm;. 
· liquidat~d,:damag~;· ,as\ is:- the ·case here,- .if a;,condemnation 
pt~eee,dinge: ibe·:regEtnded as .analogous to, aw-aotion foi,idam-. 
age,-s,-;it ia:the,eijta,blished, pnactice,in· Vinginia·,under 1Section 1 
62&1if!,the,verdict.ds set aside,toi.grant: a:new tniah· Thus;-in 
lsen,hou,r v. McGranighan (1941), 178 Va. 365, 17 S. E. (2d) 
R. A. West v. J. A. Anderson, Commissioner. 11 
383; an action for personal injuries, the trial court set aside 
a verdict in favor of the plaintiff for $1,000.00 ·as inadequate 
and entered judgment in favor of the plaintiff for $3,000.00 
the amount shown by an acco-q.nt filed by the plaintiff. In 
reversing the action of the trial court for so doing, this court 
through Hudgins, J., said: · 
14* *"If the evidence, in" an action to recover unliqui-
dated damages, showed that the amount of damages 
fixed by the jury_ was grossly inadequate or grossly exces-
sive, trial courts, at common law, have, with due caution, 
e_:xercised the power to set aside such verdicts and grant 
new trials, or, in the event the amount of the verdict was · 
grossly excessive, have put the plaintiff on terms and en-
tered judgment for a smaller sum. [] nder the present statute 
(Sec. 62.51) the practice, in siwh cases, is for the trial court 
to set aside the verdict and impam,el a jury to assess proper 
· damages.'' 
It is accordingly· submitted that upon any theory the court's 
judgment of June 11, 1946, reducing the award to the plain-




:b,or the reasons hereinabove assigned and discussed your 
petitioner respectfully submits that a writ of error should be 
granted him from said judgment of the Circuit Court of Al-
leghany County, Virginia, of June 11, 1946, and that on a 
hearing of such writ of error said judgment should be re-
versed and annulled. 
STATEMENTS UNDER RULE 9. 
The •petitioner adopts· this petition as his opening brief in 
this case, should a writ of error be awarded, as provided 
under rule 9, section 9 of the rules of this court. 
The foregoing petitio11- will be filed with the Clerk of this 
court at his office in Richmond, Virginia, having been for-
. warded to him by mail on October 3, 1946. 
Counsel for petitioner states that on October 3, 1946, he 
delivered to R. B. Stephenson, Attorney at Law, Covington, 
Virg-inia, who is opposing counsel in this case, a true copy of 
this petition, stating that it was to be filed as aforesaid 
15• with the Clerk of this Court at his office at Richmond, 
Virg·inia, being forwarded to the Clerk by mail on Oc-
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tober 3, 1946, as required under rula 9, section 4 of the rules 
of this court. 
Cou:psel for the petitioner desires to state orally the rea-
sons for reviewing the judgment complained of and req11ests 
tbat opportunity be given therefor, as provided for in rule 
9, section 7 of the rules of this court. 
The foregoing petition is accompanied by check for $1.50 
payable to the Clerk of this court as 1•equired under rule 9, 
section 3 of the rules of this court. 
Respectfully submitted, 
• I 
- C. C, COLLINS, Counsel, 
229 l\iiain Street, 
Covington, Virginia. 
Octobor 3, 1946. 
R. A. WEST, 
By Counsel. 
CERTIFICATE. 
I, C. C. Collins, an attorney, practicing in the Supreme 
Court of Appeals of Virginia, do certify that in my opinion 
there is e_rror in the judgment entered on the 11th day of 
June, 1946, in the Circuit Court of Alleghany County, Vir-
ginia, in a certain condemnation proceecling·s therein pending 
in which J. A. Anderson, State Highway Commissioner of 
Virginia, was petitioner and R. A. West was defendant, as 
· set forth in the foregoing petition, for which the said 
16* judgment should be reviewed *by the Supreme Court of 
Appeals of Virginia. 
Received October 4, 1946. 
C. C. COLLINS, 
229 Main Street, 
Covington, Virginia. • 
M. B. WATTS, Clerk. 
November 18, 1946. Writ of error awarded by the Court. 
Bond $300. 
l\L B.· W. 
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RECORD 
VIRGINIA~ 
Pleas before the Circuit Court of .Alleghany County at 
the Courthouse thereof on the 11th day of June, 1946. 
I 
J. A. Anderson,. State Highway Commissioner of Virginia, 
Petitioner, 
v. 
R. A. West, Defendant. 
PETITION. 
To the Honorable Earl L. Abbott, Judge of the Circuit Court 
of Alleghany County: 
Y.our petitioner, J. A. Anderson, State Highway Commis-
sioner of the State of Virginia, respectfully represents that 
he is the duly constituted State Highway Commissioner for 
the Commonweal th of Virginia, with the right under the 
statute to acquire lands for highway purposes by eminent 
domain; and your petitioner alleges that it is necessary for 
petitioner to acquire a certain strip or parcel of land to be 
used in the construction and relocation of a certain state hig·h-
way in Alleghany County, Virginia, to-wit: a certain parcel 
of land on Route No. 60, Project 189-E. 2, Rl, as shown on 
the blueprint map of right of way Sheet No. 9 of said Project 
on file in the Department of Highways in the City of Rich-
mond, Virginia, .through the lands owned by the said R: A. 
West. 
Your petitioner alleges that the said lands herei1:1 sought 
to be condemned cannot be acquired by purchase and that an 
ineffectual effort has been made to acquire same from the 
said R. A. West by purchase by your petitioner. 
page 2 } Your petitioner herewith files as a part of this pe-
tition a plat Exhibit A and a survey Exhibit B and 
a description of the said lands prqposed to be taken by eon-
demna tion with a 'profile showing the cuts and fills on and 
through said land as is required by the statute; and further 
alleges that the said R A. West whose postbffice address is 
Covington, Virginia, is the owner of said land. And your pe-
titioner further alleges that the interest proposed to be taken 
and condemned in this proceeding is a fee simple interest in 
that certain tract or parcel of land as shown by the attached 
survey and plat and contains .59 acres, more or less, of which 
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0.23 acre is included in the present right of way and 0.36 acre, 
more or less, is additional land. · 
Wherefore, your petitioner prays that the said R. A. West 
may be made ~ party defendant to this petition ~nd required. 
to answer the same; that Commissioners may be appointed 
as provided by the statute.·fo go upon the said land soug·ht 
to be condemned and to ascertain the value of the land taken . 
and to award the damages, if any, to the residue of the said 
lands as provided by the statute; and that the said land may 
be condemned for the uses of your petitioner. And in duty. 
bound your pe~tioner will ever pray, etc. 
,J. A. ANDERSON, 
State Highway Commissioner of Virginia .. 
By CounseL 
R. B. STEPHENSON, Counsel. 
page 3 ~ State of ;virginia1 ·· 
County of Allegh&ny, to-wit: 
This day personally appeared before me, F. E. Dillard, 
Clerk of the Circuit Court of Alleghany County, in the State 
of Virginia, R. B. Stephenson who made oath that he is the 
duly authorized agent and attorney for J. A. Anderson, State 
Highway Commissioner for the State of Virginia, and that 
the statements contained in the fore going petition are true 
to the best of affiant 's knowledge, information and belief. 
Given under my hand this 28th clay of April, 1945. 
F. E. DILLARD, Clerk. 
NOTICE .. 
To R. A. West: 
You are hereby notified that on April 30, 1945, a petition 
was filed in the Clerk's Offiee of the Circuit Court of Alleghany 
County, Virginia, by the undersigned State Highway Commis-
sioner of Virginia, for the purpose of condemning certain 
lands owned ·by you in Alleghany County, Virginia, .situated 
on State Highway No. 60; the land which is proposed to be 
condemned is described in said petition and the plat and sur-
vey filed therewith; and you are further notified that on ~he 
31st day of May, 1945, at 10 o'clock A. M. of that day, or as 
soon thereafter as this motion may be heard, the undersigned 
will make application and move the Circuit Court of Alleghany 
R. A. West v. J. A. Anderson, Commissioner. 15 · 
County, Virginia, for the appointment of commissioners to 
ascertai~ what will be a just compensation for the land and 
other property which is proposed to be condemned for the 
uses of said petitioner for a highway through your 
page 4 ~ said lands, and to award the damages, if any, re-
sulting to the remaining- or other property owned 
by you by reason of the construction of said State highway. 
Dated this April 30, 1945. 
J. A. ANDERSON, 
State Highway Commissioner of Virginia. 
R. B. STEPHENSON, 
Atty. for Petitioner. 
By Counsel. 
I accept legal service of the above Notice. . 
C. C. COLLINS, 
Atty. for R. A. West. 
Exhibit "B" referred. to in the foregoing Petition is in 
the words and figures following, to-wit: 
EXHIBIT ''B''. 
The State Highway Commissioner of Virginia declares that 
it is necessary for the construction, reconstruction, alteration, 
maintenance and repair of a portion of road embraced in the 
Public Highways of the State, Route 60, Alleghany County, 
Virginia, to acquire in fee simple a strip of land through lands 
of R. A. West as shown by lines on blueprint map of a portion 
of said road, identified as Sheet 9, Project 189-E2, Rl Route 
60, on file in the office of the Department of Highways at 
Richmond, Virginia, a copy of which is attached hereto as a 
part hereof and to be filed in condemnation proceedings for 
said strip of land to l;>e instituted in the Circuit Court of said 
County; that it is requisite and suitable that the said strip of 
land through the said lands be of the width and on the routes 
and grades as shown on said blueprint map. The 
page 5 ~ said strip of land is described as follows, all being 
in the County above stated: 
Beginning at a point on the center line of Rt. 60, between 
3.163 Mi. E. of E. C. L. Covington and 1.183 Mi. E. of E. C. L., 
Covington, shown on plans as Sta. 366+53, adjoining the lands 
of W M. Clark; thence S. 64° 14' W., 217.5 ft. to P. C. Sta. 
368+70.5 Office Revision; thence to the right with a 2° curve, 
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171.5 ft. to the lands of D. A. Vowels, being Sta. 370+42 Office 
Revision. · . 
The land to be acquir,ed hereunder being a strip or- parcel 
of varying width, lying on the South (left) side of and ad-
jacent to the hereinabove described center line, being 50 ft. 
wide at Sta. 366+53, and continuing 50 ft. wide to Sta. 
369+50; thence widening to 56 ft. af Sta. 370+42. Also a strip 
or parcel of varying width, lying on the North (right) side 
of and adjacent to the said center line, being 17 ft. wide at 
Sta. 366+53, and continuing with center of old road, 17 ft. 
wide at Sta. 368+70.5; thence narrowing with same to 10 ft. 
at Sta. 370+42. 
· Said strips or parcels contain 0.59 acre, more or less, of 
which 0.23 acre is included hi the present right of way, and 
0.36 acre, more or less, additional land. 
The State Highway Commissioner hereby appoints R. B. 
Stephenson, his attorney in this matter and authorizes him 
to bring and conduct condemnation proceedings to secure said 
strip of land in fee simple in the name of and on behalf of the 
S'tate Highway Commissioner, and as his attorney to make 
oath to the petition, all in accord with the statutes in this 
State in such cases made and provided. 
page 6 ~ -J .. A. ANDERSON, 
State Highway Commissioner of :Virginia. 
Dated at Richmond, Va., January 29, 1945. 
And at another day, to-wit: 
At a Circuit Court continued and held in the County of 
Alleghany at the Courthouse thereof, on the 11th day of June, 
1945. 
DECREE. 
J. A. Anderson, State Highway Commissioner of Virginia, 
Complainant, 
v. 
R. A. West, Defendant. 
This cause· came on this day to be heard after legal notice 
to the defendant that application would be made for the ~p-
pointment of commissioners in this cause, after the filing, of 
the petition in the Clerk's Office of this Court on April 30, 
1945, and was argued by counsel; and upon motion of the 
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petitioner the defendant is required within ten days to file his 
Grounds of Defense setting out the valuation of the land to be 
taken and an appraisal of the damages which may accrue .to 
the residue. 
The grounds of defense referred to in the foregoing decree 
is in the words and figures . following, to::.wit: · 
:.:. . . -~ . . 
GROUNDS OF DEFENSE. 
J. A. Anderson, State Highway Commissioner, 
v. 
R. A. West 
The defendant by counsel claims that the value of 
page 7 } the land taken for Highway purposes is $2,500.00 
and that the damages to the residue is $1,500.00 
which includes the laying of a new one inch pipe line, making 
a total damage of $4,000.00. 
<J. C. -COLLINS', Counsel. 
R. A. WEST, 
By CounseL 
.·,·, .. 
• • .a.... .... -. 
AMENDED GROUNDS OF DEFENSE. 




The defendant claims that the value of the ground or land 
taken for Highway purposes is $2,000.00 and that an appraisal , 
of the value of the damages to the residue is $2,500.00, whi~h 
amount includes the laying of a 3/4" water line from the 
Vowles Spring to the defendant's land. 
}\ 
C. C. COLLINS, Counsel. 
R. A. WEST, 
By counsel. 
At a Circuit Court continued and held in the County of 
Alleghany at the Courthouse thereof, on the 12th day of 
-March, 1946. 
ts Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
ORDER. 
J . .A . .Anderson, State Highway Commissioner, Petitioner, 
'V .. 
R. A. West, Defendant. 
On March 11, 1946, came J. R. Stull, Howard ·Jamison, M. G .. 
Wicklin~,· Jr~, H. E. Cox and Frank R. McAllister, five free-
holders who ·were appointed and selected as Commissioners 
by an 9rder entered in this cause on January 31, 1946, an<.l 
after bei~g duly sworn, said Commissioners were taken in the 
custody· of the Sheriff and viewed the land described in the 
· petition as provided by the statute, in the presence 
page 8 ~ of the Court, upon "the joint motion of t4e parties; 
and after hearing the evidence produced and argu-
ment of counsel said commissioners made their report which 
was thereupon filed awarding the defendant $2,757.00 for land 
and other property taken and $400.00 damages to the remain-
ing property, and thereupon the petitioner by counsel ex-
cepted to said award and moved the Court to. set the same 
aside and filed in writing his exceptions thereto, and further 
moved the Court to put the defendant on terms upon the 
ground that commissioners had allowed the sum of $757.00 
for the land and property taken in excess of the amount 
claimed in the Grounds of Defense filed by the defendant. 
The Report ef Commissioners ref erred to in the foregoing 
decree, is in the words and :figures following, to-wit: 
REPORT OF COMMISSIONERS. 
J. A. Anderson, State Highway Commissioner of Virginia, 
?etitioner, 
v. 
R. A. West, Defendant. 
We, J. R. Stull, Howard Jamison, M. C. Wickline, Jr., H. E. 
Cox and Frank R. McCallister, five freeholders, who were duly 
appointed commissioners in the above styled cause by an Order 
entered by the Circuit Court of Alleghany County, Virginia, 
on January 31, 1946, after being duly sworn and directed by 
the Court to view the land of the defendant described in the 
petition in this cause, went, in the custody of the Sheriff of 
. said County, and met together on the said land owned by the 
defendant which is proposed to be condemned by the 
page 9 r petitioner, and which said land is situated in Alle-
ghany County, Virginia, ancl described to us as fol-
lows: 
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Beginning at a point on the center line of Rt. 60, between 
3 . .163 Mi. East of East Corporation Line and 1.183 Mi. East of 
East Corporation Line Covington, shown on plans as Sta. 
366 53, adjoining the lands of W. M. Clark; thence S. 64 
14' vV. 217.5 ft. to P. C. Sta. 368+70.5 Office Revision; thence 
to the right with a 2 curve, 171.5 ft. to the lands of D. A. 
·Vowles, being Sta. 370+42 Office Revision. 
The land to be acquired hereunder being a strip or parcel 
of varying- width, lying on the South (left) side of and ad-
jacent to the hereinabove described center line, being 50 feet 
wide at Sta. 366+53, and continuing 50 ft. wide to Sta. 
369+50; thence widening to 56 feet at Sta. 370+42. Also a 
strip or parcel of varying width, lying on the North (right) 
side of and adjacent to the said center line, being 17 ft. wide 
at Sta. 366+53, and continuing, ·with center of old road, 17 
feet wide to Sta. 368+70.5; thence narrowing with same to 
10 ft. at Sta. 370+42. 
Said ~trips or parcels contain 0.59 acre, more or less, of 
which 0.23 ac!re is included in the present right of way, and 
0.36 acre, more or less, additional land; and upon a view of . 
the land described as aforesaid and the adjacent and other 
property of the said def end ant, and upon the evidence which. 
was heard_ by us in the presence of said Court, we ascertained 
that .for the land and other property owned by the defendant 
and condemned in this proceeding, the s~. of 
page 10 ~ $2,757.00 will be a full and just compensation; and 
, we further ascertained that the damage to the re-
maining property of the said defendant after tal~ing into con- -
sideration the enhancement in' value of the remaining prop-
erty of the said defendant by reason of the construction ·of 
said State Highway and offsetting such enhancement in value 
against the damage to the remaining property from the con-
struction of said hig·hway, $400.00 and that the damage to 
the property of any other person is none. 
Given under our hands this 11th day of March, 1946. 
HUBERT E. COX, 
H. P. JAMISON, 
M. C. WICKLINE, JR., 
F. R. McCALLISTER, 
JAMES R. STULL. 
The exceptions ref erred to in the foregoing Order are in 
tlie words and figures following, to-wit: 
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EXCEPTIONS TO COMMISSIONERS' REPORT. 
J. A. Anderson, State Highway ,Commissioner, Petitioner, 
v. 
R . .A. West, Defendant. 
Petitioner by counsel except to the report of the Commis-
sioners made and filed in this cause ,on March 11, 1946, and 
moves to put the defendant upon terms upon the following 
grounds: 
The amount claimed by the defendant for the value of prop-
erty taken in Statement of Grounds of Defense filed by the 
defendant is the sum lof $2,000.00 and the aw<ard of the Com-
missioners for property taken is the sum of 
.page 11 ~ $2,757.00, which award allows an excess of $757.00 
beyond the amount claimed by the defendant for 
the property taken in his Grounds of Defense. The petitioner, 
therefore, moves the Court to put the defendant upon terms 
. ·and require him to release said sum of $757.00 and thereby 
reduce the award of th~ said Commissioners, and that judg-
ment be entered for the correct amount claimed in said 
Grounds of Def_ense. 
And at another day, to-wit: 
At a Circuit Court continued and held in the County of 
. Alleghany at the Courthouse thereof on the 27th day of March, 
1946. 
ORDER. 
J. A. Anderson, State Highway Commissioner, Petitioner, 
v. 
R. A. West, Defendant. 
ORDER. 
This cause came on this day to be again heard on the ex-
ceptions filed by the petitioner, and thereupon it is ordered 
that the petitioner file his Brief on or before April 11, 1946, 
and that the defendant :file his Reply Brief on or before April 
26, 1946, and that the petitioner file any Reply Brief on or 
before May 1, 1946, and that counsel fumish opposing counsel 
copies of the same. 
And the defendant, by leave of court, filed his two separ.ate 
motions in this cause, one to strike out the exceptions of the 
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Complainant to the Report of the Commissioners, the other 
to set aside the Report of the Commissioners as to damages 
to which motion the Complainant objected, and td 
:page 12} the latter motion complainant moved to strike the 
same which motion the Court doth take under ad-
visement. 
·The Motion to Strike referred to in th.e foregoing order, is 
in the words and :figures following, to-wit; 
MOTION TO STRIKE . 
.J. A. Anderson, State Highway Cornm,ission, 
v. 
R. A. West. 
MOTION TO STRIKE. 
The defendant, R. A. West, by counsel moves to strike the 
exceptions, filed by the plaintiff to the report made by the com-
missioners for the following reasons : 
(1) That the grounds of defense are no part of the plead-
ings in this cause. 
(2) R. A. West was not the plaintiff in the above action but 
was a defendant and was not bringing suit for any amount. 
The law does not require him to prove anything or put on 
any evidence but he could have rested his case after the view 
of the Commissioners. The plaintiff's exceptions are based 
on the erroneous assumption that the defendant was suing 
the State Highway Commission for $2,000.001 for land taken 
and $2,500.00 for damages to the residue. The statement in 
the grounds of def euse are an expression of opinion by the 
<lef endant as to value and damages. 
(3) The object of grounds of defense is to give to the op-
posing party more definite information of the character of the 
defense than is generally disclosed by the declara-
pag-e 13 ~ tion, notice or plea and prevent surprise. See 
· Burks Pleading and Practice page 572 * * * and to 
confine the introduction of evidence to the particular defense 
which the defendant has disclosed. 
(4) The purpose of grounds of defense is to limit tbe scope · 
and operation of the general issue and to confine the introduc-
tion of evidence to the particular defense which the defend-
ant has disclosed. See Burks pleading· and practice, page 
573. No objection was made by the plaintiff to the evidence 
·of J. B. Greenway or Mr. Vowles RS to value or damages to 
the front part of ·the lot and the value of the residue. 
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(5) If the defendant in this case had refused to state his 
ground of defense,. he could still off er evidence to disprove. 
the case sought to he proved by the plaintiff.. See Burks 
Pleading and Practice., 3rd ed., page 573. 
(6) The view taken by the commissione1·s is evidence and. 
the commissioners had the right to disregard all .of the evi-
denee, including the . opinion expressed by the plaintiff in .bis 
grounds of defense, which report the court has no right to,. 
set aside unless the amount found by the commissioners is so 
grossly excessive ·or inadequate as to indicate the commis-
sioners we1·e actuated by prejudice, partiality, or corruption~ 
See Burks Pleading and Practi~e, page 517 .. 
(7) The only recourse of the plaintiff, if this had been an 
ordinary civil action, would have bee~ to object to the evidence-
when introduced, but even this remedy would not apply in a 
condemnation proceeding, as the commissioners would have 
the right to disregard all the evidence and fix their finding on 
the view of the commissioners .. 
page 14 ~ (8} Placing the defendant upon the terms is not. 
.applicable to .these proceedings and the defendant 
has filed no pleading, suing for any amount. It is an ab-
surdity to say that the defendant sued the plaintiff in these 
proceedings for any amount. 
Wherefore, the defendant prays that the exceptions of the 
plaintiff be. stricken as contrary to the law of the case. 
C. C. COLLINS, 
Counsel. 
R. A. "\VEST, 
By ~o-unseL 
The Motion to set aside t.he verdict of Commissioners re-
f erred. to in the foregoing Order is in the words and figures 
f ollowmg to-wit: 
MOTION. 
J.· .A. • .Anderson., State Highway Commission 
'lf. 
R . .A.. West 
1\fOTION. 
The defendant, R . .A.. \Vest, by counsel respectfnlly moves 
the Court to set aside so much of the verdict of the commis-
sioners as asses~ed damages to tl1e residue of the land of 
R. A. ·west v. J. A. Anderson, Commissioner. ~3 
R. A. West on the ground that said verdict is contrary ·to the 
law and the evidence and that the amount found by the com-
missioners· is grossly inadequate and insufficient and the de'" 
fendant further moves the Court to grant a new trial and ap-
point new commissioners to assess the damages t~ the residue. 
C. C. COLLINS, 
. Counsel. 
page 15 ~ And now at this day to-wit: 
R. A. ·wEST 
By counsel 
At a Circuit Court continued and held in the County of 
Alleghany at the Court House thereof on the 11th day of June, 
1946. 
J. A. Anderson, State Highway Commissi0ner, Petitioner 
v. 
R. A. ,vest, Defendant 
CHANCERY ORDER. 
This cause came on this day to be again heard and the Court 
having considered the exceptions and motions made and sub-
mitted on March 27, 1946, doth adjudge, order and decree that 
the exceptions filed by the petitioner on March ,12, 1946, be 
and the same are hereby sustained, and. that the sum of 
$2.,757.00 allowed by the commissioners for the land and other 
property taken of the defendant be and the same is hereby 
reduced to the sum of $2,000.00 which said amount of $2,000.00 
is fixed as the value of the land and other property taken; 
and it is further adjudged, ordered and decreed that the said 
report of the said commissioners pled on Mar~h 11, 1946, in 
all other respects be and the same 1s hereby ratified, approved 
and confirmed; a;nd the Court doth overrule the motion of the 
defendant filed in writing on March 26, 1946, moving to strike 
out the exceptions filed by the petitioner, and doth overrule 
the motion filed in writing· by the defendant on March ~7, 1946, 
asking that the award of damages to the residue be set aside 
.as grossly inadequate and insufficient; thereupon the defend-
ant by counsel excepted to the Court's ruling in 
page 16 ~ sustaining the exceptions of the petitioner and in 
reducing the award, as aforesaid; and further ex-
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cepted to the ruling . of the Court in overruling the two mo-
tioµs tnade by the def eJ?ilant in writing on )larch 26th and 
March 27th, 1946., as being contrary to the law and the evi-
dence. · 
And upon the payment of the said award of Two Thousand 
Dollars ($2,000.00). for land taken and Four Hundred Dollars 
($400.00) damage to the residue of said land, making a total 
sum of Twenty-four hundred Dollars ($2,400.00) to F. E. 
Dillard, Clerk of this Court, by the petitioner, title to the 
said land described in the report of the said Commissioners 
shall vest in the Commonwealth of Virginia and any and all 
liens against said land shall attach to said fund; and the Clerk 
is directed to record and index said report and this order, as 
provided by the statute. 
And it behlg sugg·ested to the Court that the defendant de-
sires to apply fot· a writ of error to tl1e Supreme Court of 
Appeals, it is ordered that the execution of this order be sus-
pended for sixty days, and thereafter until such petition for 
writ of error is acted upon by the Supreme Court of Appeals. 
And no bond shall be required of the defendant in perfecting 
l1is petition for a wdt of error. 
And the Clerk shall hold the said sum of $2,400.00 until the 
further order of this Court. 
,J. A. Anderson, State Highway Commissioner of Virginia, 
Petitioner 
1), 
:8. A. West., Defendant. 
Stenographic report of all the testimony; the motions, ob-
jections and exceptions on the part of the respective parties, 
and the action of the Court in respect thereto ; the instruc-
tions offered, amended, granted and refused and the objec-
tions and exceptions thereto; the Exhibits introduced upon 
the trial and the objections and exceptions tl1ereto; and all 
other incidents of the trial or hearing of the proceedings of 
,T. A. Anderson, State Highway Commissioner of Virginia v. 
R. A. West, triedin the Circuit Court of the County of Alle-
f.!'hany, Virginia, at Covington on March 11, 1946, before the 
Honorable lDad L. Abbott, Judge of said Court, and a Com-
mission. 
pag·e 17 ~ (In chambers.) 
Bv Mr. Stephenson: On behalf of the petitioner, counsel 
moves tO strike Ollt that portion Of the !?,TOl111dS of defense 
which includ~s the laying of a three-quarters ~nch water line 
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:from the Vowles property to the defendan·t's land, and to ex-
dude·.a:rw evidence on this matter for the reason that the said 
water right was a personal right. conveyed by H. N .. Vowles 
.and others to W. L Thayer, and did not pass to the defendant, 
R. A. V.l est. The said deed, which is of record in the Clerk~s 
Office of Alleghany County in Deed Book 64, at page 327, ex-
pressly qonveys '' The right to a three-fourths inch water line 
from pire on the south side of highway, at present residence 
of H. N. Vowles, the water therefrom, however, not to be 
used except by the parties of t)le second part on the premises 
herein conveyed and not to be used on any subdivision of lot 
berein conveyed.'' 
vVe contend that this right does not pass to the defendant. 
By Mr. Collins: I do not see it is personal. As a matter 
of fact, it was transferred twice subsequently to -that and the 
deeds conveyed water rights expressly in those deeds, and 
the grantors live right there at it, and bad full knowledge of 
the use, and it was never considered by the grantors as a. per-
sonal--rhrht. 
... By the Court: What is your construction on the 
pag·e 18 ~ premises herein herein conveyed: Mr. Stephen~on. 
By Mr. Stephenson: Well, that expressly is re-
ferring to water, to where it can be used by the grantee, 
Thayer. In other words, he was not permitted to use the 
water except on that premises. Of course, the conveyance by 
different parties could not affect it. 
By the Court: I take it that Thayer could use it, and if he 
sold a piece to Jones, .J on~s could not use it and he couldn't 
give Jones a right to use it. 
By Mr. Collins: It couldn't be used as a sub-division of 
lots. 
Bv the Court: Thayer could use the water and if he had a 
tenant on that particuiar tract, he could use it, but he couldn't 
sell a piece to Mr. Collins. If he buys it, he has no right to 
convey it to Mr. Collins. I overrule your motion. 
By l\Ir. Stephenson: I desire to except to the ru]ing. The 
burden of proof is on Mr. "\Vest. 
By the Court: Yes, sir. 
page 19 ~ Evidence introduced on behalf of J. A. Anderson, 
State Highway Commissioner: 
(Iu tlJe presence of the Commissioners.) 
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A. S. MADDOX, 
a witness of lawful age~ being :first· duly sworn, testified as 
follows: 
By Mr. Stephenson: 
Q. Mr, Maddox, you are an employee of the State Highway 
Department, is that right, sir t 
· A. Yes, sir .. 
Q. Engineer, are you not¥ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Mr. Maddox, you haYe shown the court and the Com-
missioners the strip of land that is proposed to be condemned 
here today on the g!ound, have you? 
A. Yes, sir.. .. · 
Q. The land.which is proposed to be condemned is owned 
by Mr. R. A. West. Will you tell the court and Commissioners 
about that? 
A. It is a narrowing width.. I would like to us(f the map to 
scale that. 
Q. Just give us the widths at the ends and the middle. I 
thi:µk that would be sufficient. I mean you know the footage 
there from the measurements. That was from the measure-
ments that you took on the ground this morning? 
A. That is right. 
page 20 ~ Q. What were- they Y 
A. I didn't measure but one place and that was 
forty feet. That was at the middle. 
Q. You have measured it there.at the two ends! · 
A. Thirty-eight at the lower encl and forty-two at the up-
per,. if my middle is rig-ht, or rather the east end and west 
end. 
Q. And the length of that property is shown on the map 
·there? 
A. 389 feet, if I am adding correctly. That is correct, 389 
feet. 
· Q. How many acres Y 
A. There is 59 /100 acre from the center of the old road 
as it stands at present, but couldn't reach the land so an acre 
in the present right of way left 36/100 of an acre. 
Q. In othe1· words, the Highway is asking· to take 36/100 
of an acret 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In other words., the strip you pointed out this morning 
to the Commissioners and court h~ about 42 feet at one end 
and 38 feet at the other, and is about 36/100 of an acre! 
A. Yes, sir, that is right. 
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A. S. Maddox. 
Q. And the balance of this land that is de.scribed in the 
· survey filed with the petition and the plat is the old road? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Wltich is just put in for the purpose of description in 
clearing it, so there won't be any question? 
A. Yes: sir. 
page 21 ~ CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Collins: 
Q. Mr. Maddox., the portion that is shown in red lines on 
the plat filed with the petition is the land the Highway is 
taking in these proceedings, is it not Y 
A. I believe that includes both, don't it, Mr. Collins Y 
Q. I don't know. I can't read it. 
A. The area outlined in red is the proper right of way, 
which is the present road and also the. old road. It is both. 
That· is what is in the present right of way and what it is: 
taking. That total acreage is 59 /l 00 of an acre. 
Q. The area you showed us this morning-in other word~, 
the stakes you had the rocks piled around, to the stakes over 
the hill, on over this to the upper end where the sign is, is 
the land that is actually taken? 
A. That is right, 36/100 of an acre. 
Q. Roughly, that runs into 389 feet in length,. but the· width 
is 38 and 40 feet? 
A. Approximately, yes, sir. 
Q. And that is on the ground, takes it off of the front part 
or the part adjoining the highway, I believe, 1\fr. Maddox 7 
.A. Certainly. 
Q. Now, before the Highway started construction, there 
was a fill which had been put in there by Mr. West, or some-
one else, I mean a fill along there above the high-
page_ 22 ~ way, by new dirt, at both ends of it? 
A. That is correct. 
Q. I believe this-I don't know whether you know this or 
not-this site was formerly used as a gas station? 
A. I didn't know it when it wa$ used as such. There is 
evidence on the ground. . 
Q. In other words, some concrete is lands, I believe they call 
them? 
A. The first time I saw this land it was vacant as it is 
now. 
Q. Now, Mr. :Maddox, isn't it .true that a water gravity line, 
that ·came some distance west of this location, a water line 
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A. S. Maddox. 
ran down to approximately at the foot of the slope of the 
old roadY . 
A. I have heard it was. I didn't see the line but I have no 
reason to doubt that the line is there. 
Q. You have several evidences tliat there was water at this 
location? 
A. The pipes are there, is all I can say. 
Q. The pipes are there. All right, sir. That line, that pipe 
line, has been covered up by the new fill of the highway 7 
A. If the line is where it was pointed out to me, it has been. 
By Mr. Stephenson: I object to that evidence for the rea-
son stated in chambers as it doesn't have any pertinency to 
this issue. 
page 23 ~ By Mr. Collins : 
Q. I will ask you whether or not the Highway 
Department didn't promise Mr. "\Vest to move the· line over 
to a new location 7 
By Mr. Stephenson: I object. 
By the Court: Sustnined. You may disregard that ques-
tion, gentlemen of the jury .. That has nothing to do with the 
case. 
By Mr. Collins : 
Q. Mr. Maddox, what will be the height of the new road 
after it is completed Y Will it be on approximately the ~ame 
elevation as the present hard surfa,~e road, or will it be 
higher? . 
A. The only thing I can give you is the elevation on the 
ground before we did any work, and the elevation shown on 
the plats after we :finished g·rading to tlle new center line. I 
can point that out to you on the map. 
Q. I would like to know whether tbe completed road will 
be up higher or not? 
A. If the Commission will lower the old surface, that is 
shown on the plans here, the original grade and the finished 
grade line will coi~1cide., which will make that the sam~. 
Q. Well, there are no change g·oing west on the 
page 24 ~ ground? 
A. I can't tell in relation to the present road be-
cause, as I said, the only elevation I have is the elevation 
along the center line of the road. I would say they are ap-
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. Warren Powell. 
proximately the same, from my knowledge of the ground, but 
this does not .show it. · 
R·E-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Stephenson: 
Q. It does tie into that poinU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. So there couldn't be any difference in elevation to speak 
on 
.A. It is approximately the same all the way throug·h . 
. 
(Witness stands aside .. ) 
page 25 } EVIDENCE INTRODUCED ON BEHALF OF 
DEFENDANT. 
WARREN POWELL, 
a witness of lawful age, being first duly sworn, testified as 
follows: 
By Mr. Collins: 
Q. Mr. Powell, I believe you are a plumber by profession7 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I will ask you whether or not Mr. ·west has had you to 
figure on the proposed cost of laying a P!Pe line down at the 
location he owns between here and Clifton Forge, I believe, 
in which it will be shown that the distance that he actually 
takes it is 1.,400 feet, approximately 1,450 feet. Did Mr. West 
talk to you about thaU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q .. Did you give him a price on that? 
A. Yes, sir, I gave Mm the approximate price. 
Q. How muchj 
A. $550.00. 
Q. How do you get at that. 
By Mr. Stephenson: I want to object to this evidence. 
By the Court: Overruled. · 
pag·e 26 } By Mr. Stephenson: I want to save the point 
for reason stated. 
Bv Mr. Collins: 
·Q. How do you get at the cost there, Mr. Powell! 
A. Well, I get the cost of the pipe and the cost of the labor 
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Warre1i Powell •. 
and I know approximately how long it will take to put it in,. 
you see. Two ways you can figure it. Usually, I can lay 
three-quarter pipe at thirty cents _a foot at freezing point, if 
the digging is not too bad. As I say,. I gave. him the approxi-
mate cost, without even going to the site. · 
Q. How do you :figure that? -
A. That dep~nds on how .you do that.. $0.75 to $1.10 a hnn-
dred, three-quarter ·.galvanized pipe .. 
Q. You mean a hundred feet Y 
·A. Yes, sir. 
Q ... It would be how much a hundred, if you brought it to 
feet! · 
A. You can average it at nine cents a foot. 
Q. Nine cents per foot 1 
A. That is :right. 
· Q. And 1,400 feet, you say f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What is the other item Y Of course, would be the dig·ging 
of the ditch and installing it., is that right! 
A. That is right. 
Q. How did you figure it Y 
A. Well, you can figure the labor account by 
page 27 ~ thirty feet a day. Yon can figure that at seventy 
cents an hour, and a man to help lay that pipe in 
three days. 
Q~ How mnch would that bef 
. A. $550 .. 00. 
Q. I am talking about the laying of the pipe, nowf 
A. You want it itemized Y 
. Q. That is right. 
A. Well, the pipe would run y~u $130.50 and labor at thirty 
feet per day, $268.80. . 
Q. Labor would be, how much did you put down for Jahor f 
A. $268.80. That is common labor. · 
Q. How much time are you putting that atf 
. A. Forty-eight days for one man. 
Q. Forty-eight days? · . 
A. That is at thirty feet a day and that is what an average 
m~n, any man can dig, and Sixty Dollars for a plumber and 
helper. 
Q. How muc4 are yon putting for the labor to lay the pipe, 
you say, the estimate? 
A. $268.80. 
Q. How much was that to pay an hour Y 
A. Oh, seventy cents an hour. 
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R.R. Reyne's. 
Q. Then your labor claim was, labor estimate-the total of 
that was what? 
A. $268.80. That is common labor. 
Q. And then the plumber, you say¥ 
A. Sixty dollars. 
Q. That would be for putting the joints together7 
A. That is right; yes" sir. 
page 28 ~ Q. How many days did you figure for him Y 
A. Three davs. 
Q. You think ths.t is a ciose fig1.ue on that, l\fr. Powell! Is 
that a fair figure, or how do you figure iU 
A. That is a close figure. You take a chance what you 
would run into-rock or what, and, as I say, I gave him an 
approximate price, because I didn't go down to look at it, btit 
I didn't miss it far either way. 
Q. I believe those four items would add up to $459.307 
A. Yes, sir. 
(Witness stands aside.) 
page 29 ~ R. R. REYNES, 
another witness of lawful age, being first duly 
sworn, testified as follows: 
By Mr. Collins: 
Q. Mr. Reynes, I believe you are a resident of the town of 
Covington, Virginia Y · 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Are you in the filling station business f 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How long have you been in the filling station business! 
A. For myself, about ten years-twenty-four years all told. 
Q. I ask you whether or not you are familiar with the fill-
ing station sites on the Route 60, between Covington and Clif-
ton Forge? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know tlie site which is owned by Mr. West down 
in the Vowles Addition! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I wish you would state whether or not that is a good 
or bad location for a filling station·, 
A. I think it is an excellent location. 
Q. Is there any other location that you know of on the 
road between Covington and Clifton Forge, other than this 
particular site? 
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page 30 ~ A. I think there is other locations, but the view 
is not quite so clear. 
Q. What is that! 
A. I think there are other locations but you can't see both 
ways as far as you can see from this particular place. I don't 
know any other place the view is as g·ood. · 
Q. From this particular point, do you have a view for a 
long distance, both east and west? 
A. Yes, sir. · 
(Witness stands aside.) 
page 31 r J.B. GREEN"\V.A.Y; 
another witness of lawful age, being first duly 
sworn, testified as follows: 
Bv Mr. Collins : 
.. Q. Your name is J.B. Greenway? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Mr. Greenway, are you in the real estate business T 
A. I am .. 
Q. How long have you been connected with the buying and 
selling of real estate Y 
A. Since 1915. Q. At the request of Mr. West, did you go down and look 
at this location which he owns between Covington and Clifton 
Forge! 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was it shown to you there, what the Highway proposes 
to do with the new construction? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Mr. Greenway, I will ask you what you consider the 
value of the property,, that is, the present value, before the 
highway; that is, 'leaving out the question of whether the 
Highway took any land or did any construction; and tbe value 
of it after the Highway puts in this new construction? What 
would be the difference in that? 
By Mr. Stephenson: I don't understand the question, Mr. 
Collins. 
pag·e 32 r By Mr. Collins : In other words, I am asking 
him what is the value of this parcel of land now, 
without any improvements by the Highway. 
By Mr. Stephenson: You mean the part that is left of the 
whole .thing? · 
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J. R Greenway. 
J3y Mr.. Collins.: I mean the whole thing and the value of it 
after they p:ut in the new construction. 
A. I think the value of. the property, before the Highway 
did any work, would be worth· Four Thousand Dollars, but 
:since the Highway has taken in tbe amount of footage that 
liave off of the front of it, it would be kind of hard to say 
what it wo1.lld be worth, 
Q. Well, what value would you put on what is left thereY 
By Mr. Stephenson: I insist he cannot tell. 
A. It is hard to tell because, before. the Highway took this 
over, you had a fill in there and a place to build a station, but 
at the·present time you don't have any place to build a. sta- · 
tion without a deep fill, and there is no place to get your dirt, 
because the dirt on the back there was put in the fill on tho 
froht when they built the station before. The value 
page 33 ~ would be very small. 
Q. Well, would the remainder of this land after 
the improvement have any particular value £or any purpose? 
A. You might have a garden there, if the river didn't get 
up, is about all the value I can place on it. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Stephenson.: 
Q. In other words, you mean, Mr. Greenway, it would have 
to be filled out towards the river like it is at present, is that 
what you meant 
· A. You would have to put a cement wall or some kind of a 
wall to protect yourself against the river, if you are going to 
build a building there. 
· Q. Of course, you are not speaking as an engineer? 
A. No, sir. 
Q. Don't you think the value you put on there of Four 
Thousand Dollars is hig]1, Mr. Greenway f 
A. No, sir., I do not. That is my belief. . 
Q. In other words, do you put that valuation on it as a 
filling station site i 
A. A filling station site and cabins. 
By the Court: • · 
Q. Do you know how much land Mr. West had 
page 34 } there in the beginning f 
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J .. B .. Greeiiway .. 
A. I did know, but I don't know the full acreage 
now.. I did know it because I sold it once· myself. 
Q .. Do you know how much land the Highway has taken V. 
A. The way I :figure it, they taken about .56 of an acre .. 
Q. You didn't fi.g1.ue the acreage t 
A. No,. sir .. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
· By Mr., Collh1s:: 
Q. Mr. Greenway, as I understand, that, as a real estate 
agent, it is your opinion that you could sell this quantity of 
land for Four Thousand Dollars for a filling station site at 
this time! · · . 
.A. I thi~ I could very easy .. 
RE-CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Stephenson: · 
Q. That is, if.you had facilities for building on it, is that 
rightY 
A. Yes, sir, as I say-
Q. Just a minute. How long ag·o was it when you sold it., 
Mr., Greenway! 
page 35 ~ A. It has been sereral years·. I couldn't say 
exactly. I sold it to the man, I believe it is the 
man that gentleman bought it from. 
Q. Did it have any building on itf 
A. A small frame building. 
Q. Was the service station on it then r 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How much building did it have on iU 
A. As well.as I remember, it had a three-room shack. 
Q. Well, was the filling station built? 
A. It was in the nature of a :filling station and living quar-
ters, too. 
Q. About when ,vas it you sold that 1 
A. It was around 1927-8 or -9. i co11ldn't say positively. 
Q. What did it bring then, Mr. Greenway! 
A. I don't remember. 
-Q. You don't remember? 
A. No, I do not. 
Q. You know it wasn't Four Thousand Dollars 1 
. A. Af that time there wasn't the demand that there is now. 
Q. vVell, 1928 and 1929 was a high time, wasn't it Y 
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J. B. Greenway.· 
A. Some things were. They were not near so high as they 
are today. I made lots of sales during that time but the prices 
were not as high as they are today. 
page 36 ~ RE-RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Collins : 
Q. Do you recall whether or not this place had water on it? 
A. Yes, sir, it did. 
Q. Have a gravity flow of water? 
A. Had a spring piped to the west encl of the filling station 
there. 
Q. l\fr. Greenway, when the Highway puts this new fill and 
new road in there, is there any commercial or practical use 
that the remainder of this land could be put to¥ 
A. None that I can see. 
Q. I mean, of course., there could be a new fill put in at the 
back of the present highway 7 
A. There could be ; yes, sir. 
All right, sir. 
RE .. RE-CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Stephenson: 
Q. Mr. Greenway, where that filling station stood there 
was a fill~ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That had been filled land? 
A. Yes, sir. · . 
Q. vVas that all land filled over there all along 
page 37 ~ from the old hig·hway 1 · 
A. Absolutely. 
Q. It bad been filled before that? 
A. Yes, sir. 
RE-RE-RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr .. Collins: 
Q. J?o you know what the approxiD?,ate cost a cubic yard a 
fill is on the same ground? 
A. I have never been able to have any filling done for less 
than a dollar a yard for small jobs. · On big jobs and big 
machinery, you can have it d~ne for less money. · 
(Witness stands aside.) 
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page 38 ~ ALEX. VOWLES, 
another witness of lawful ag·e, being first duly 
sworn, testified as follows: 
By Mr. Collins : 
Q. Is your name Mr. Alex. Vowles? 
A. Yes, sir, D. A. . 
Q. D. A. Vowlesf Mr. Vowles, do you know the lots that 
Mr. West owns down in what is known as the ''Vowles Addi-
tion 7'' 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I believe you and your brother and sister owned that 
land down there at one time Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Mr. Vowles, did that tract constitute-that is, where 
Mr. West now owns, have a water line going to iU 
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. And just from what point did that water line come? 
A. Well, it came to this side of his house from a spring. 
Q. In other words, it came from a spring up on the hill 
and crossed the road and down to tllis location? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is that a good spring? 
A. Splendid. 
Q. Does it go dry? 
A. No, it never goes dry. 
page 39 ~ Q. And that was a gravity feed down to that 
poinU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I believe that water right was conveyed to that location 
by you and your brother and sister 1 
A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. Stephenson: I obpject to that because the deed 
has to be relied on for that. 
By the Court: I don't think it is material. 
By Mr. Collins : 
Q. Mr. Vowles, along what point, or what was the approxi-
mate location of the water line that was .placed in there by 
Mr. Thayer? 
A. After it crossed the present highway, it went along at 
iliefu~~fuefi~ • · · 
By Mr. Stephenson: Object to testimony as to crossing· the 
highway because the conveyance says that it is to be taken 
from a pipe on the south side of the highway. That is the 
grant in the deed. 
' 
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By the Court: I don't think it matter about 
page 40 } crossing the highway. All he is interested in is the 
· 1,450 feet. 
By Mr. Collins: 
Q. After you cross the highway, Mr. Vowles, what was .the 
approximate location of that pipe line! 
A. At the foot of the fill. 
Q. You are speaking of the old fill, 
A. Yes, .sir. · 
Q. If they made a new one where the old road is, just what 
does the new fill do to that water Jine 1 
A. It covers it up. 
Q. It covers it up 1 You say that water line now is under 
the new State Highway filH 
A. Yes, sir, except in one little place where they haven't 
done the grading. There is one little place yet that it ha~n 't 
covered.. 
Q. Did Mr. Thayer, Mr. ,vest's predecessor in title, did 
he make a fill., any fill, down below where the okl filling station 
is located? 
A. Yes, sir, he made a considerable fill, I would say prob-
ably one-third of the present fill. 
Q. After Mr. West purchased it, did he also make an addi-
tional fill? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Mr. Vowles, has the land, the remaining land that will 
be left after the new hig·hway is constrncted on the new loca-
tion, will that have any appreciable value? 
A. Not much because it is very low down and 
pag-e 41 } it overflows in case of considerable flood. It 
doesn't have to be the largest flood .. A good sized 
flood will cover the most of it. Of course, it is down low 
from the present highway. 
Q. What use, if any, could be made of the remainder of 
that lot owned. by Mr. West? 
A. I don't think it would be possibly anything except, un-
less a little garden, unless there is a new fill made. 
Q. You mean, unless a new fill could be made to go to the 
11ew location Y . 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What, in your opinion, would be the difference in value 
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of the land before the building of the new highway and after 
the building of it t · 
A., You mean with the fill and allf 
Q. No, I am talking about the value of it now, without any 
road, and the value of· it after the road is built. 
A. Just as it stands now, without any new fill? 
Q. No, sir, between the one on the land now and before 
the road was taken. 
B'y Mr. Stephenson: Of course, the amount of land, that 
is, what is to be taken, of course, the matter of damag,e goes 
as to the residue. 
· By· the Court: . I imagine he is trying to ascertain the dam-
age t_o the residue. · 
page 42 ~ · . .By Mr. Collins: Yes, sir, that would be the value 
· immediately before and immediately after . 
. By Mr. Stephenson: I just thought he had the two things 
mixed. I lmow it is hard to separate them. 
By the C onrt: I know it is l1ard to separate it. 
By Mr. Collins: 
Q. All right, Mr. Vowles, you can answer that question. 
A. Oh, I suppo_se, I would hate to take less than Four Thou-
sand Dollars. 
By Mr. Stephenson : That doesn't answer the question. I 
move to strike that out. I ask tba t the answer be stricken 
out. 
By Mr. Collins : 
Q. · Mr. Vowles, what would be the cost of adjusting the 
new location, that is, after the highway is built, for use as a 
filling station Y 
page 43 ~ By Mr. Stephenson: I object to that becat,1se 
Mr. Vowles don't claim to be an engineer. 
By the Court: You will have to qualify him any way. Ask 
him how much what is left is worth. Maybe he will answer 
the question. He says the whole thing is worth Four Thou-
sand Dollars. 
Bv Mr. Collins : 
"'Q. Mr. Vowles, what would be the value of the rest of the 
land after that, what figure would you put on that? 
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A. I don't know. It would be a-very few hundred dol-. 
lars. I wouldn't say over Five Hundred Dollars anyway, 
without any improvements.' · . 
Q. I will ask you whether or not Mr. West, when he was 
making a fill on the west side of this lot, whether he moved 
the dirt from the back portion Y 
A. Yes, Mr. West got all the dirt down on the river bank. 
Q. Does Mr. West's lot run from th~ present highway right 
of way line, of the present highway, to the river? 
A. Yes, sir. · 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Stephenson: 
Q. Mr. Vowles, there is nothing to prevent that _land that 
. is left from being built on just like Mr. Clark bas, 
page 44 ~ the adjoining owner below, is there? 
A. vVell, the fill is going to be higber up this 
way than down at Clark's. 
Q. Well, take it rig·ht at Clark's, that is, Clark's property . 
line, that is east, the same situation obtains that it does on 
his property f 
A. I don't think it is exactly. 
Q. What is that¥ 
A. I don't think Clark will be as far down below the high-
way as this land is. The way the land lies, I think it is going 
to be· higher up there. 
Q. That is your impression of it Y 
A. Yes, sir, I think it would be a little above. 
Q. In other words, there is nothing to keep from using 
that land for b~ilding purposes for a home site, as you could 
seet 
A. I wouldn't like to build there. I wouldn't like to build 
where Clark is either. I don't consider that Clark's is go-
ing to be worth much after you get through with the high-
way. 
Q. I am not talking about him. 
By Mr. Collins: You asked him about him. 
By Mr. Stephenson: ~ 
Q. This land is about the same elevation as 
page 45 ~ Clark's t 
A. Clark's is going to be wider, for one thing. 
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Q. What do you m~an by that! 
A. Between the river, Clark's land is a little wider than 
Mr. West's. 
Q. Very little difference f 
A. Considerable difference. You see, the new highway is 
going to swing out there on a curve. 
By Mr. Stephenson: I didn't understand that this witness 
has put any value on the property. 
By Mr. Stephenson: . 
Q. Of course, you own property in that same imme.diate 
section, through which this hig·hway '"-ill also be built, don't 
you? 
A. Not right close. 
Q. How close? . 
A. Nearly a half a mile. 
Q. Ne~rly a half mile? That is to be acquired from you T 
A. About a half a mile on the same side of t11e road, you 
km>w; down below. · · 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Collins: . 
page 46 ~ Q. Mr. Vowles, you have sold the highway some 
property fot .buildihg this road, have you not t 
A. Yes, sir, up this side. 
Q. Up at the upper end? 
(Witness stands aside.) 
By Mr. Stephenson: I move to strike that out. I move to 
strike out he owns property lower do'\\Tn. 
By Mr. Collins: I want to show he has some interest in the 
property in that location. 
By the Court : I will ·strike both answers out. 
By Mr. Collins: Oh, I will recall Mr. Vowles and show 
'that they have got to go through him. 
By the Court t I don ;t think at this time it makes any dif-
f ere nee. I will strike both of them out. 
B-J~ Mr.· Collins : I except to Your Honor's ruling. 
By the Court: You can disregard both answers. 
page 47 ~ By Mr. Collins: Your Honort we wiU stipulate 
that Mr. West is the owner of the land in ques-
tion. 
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J3y the Courb All right, sir. 
page 48} R. A. WEST, 
another witness of lawful age, being first duly 
:sworn, testified as follows! 
::By Mr. Collins: . _ , 
Q. Mr. West, I believe you are the owner of the land there 
through .which this new highway is going? 
A. Yes, sir, that is right. · . 
Q. And it bas been testified by Mr. Maddox that that land 
that you own extends along the present highway approxi-
mately 389 feet; is that correct? 
A. That is correct; yes, sir. 
·Q. Now, Mr. West, for what purpose did you purchase 
this land and what did yon expect to use it fotf 
By Mr. Stephenson: I object to that. 
By the Court: Objection sustained. 
By Mr. Collins: Your Honor, I would like _to bring some 
authority on it. 
By the Court: No, I have passed on it before. 
page 49 } · :Sy Mr. Collins: Shorter v. State Highway ex-
pressly states the purpose you put the land to. 
By Mr. Collins: 
Q. What was on the property when you purchased it, Mr. 
Westf 
A. There was a combination dwelling and service station 
building, along with gasoline pumps. 
Q. After you purchased the property, did you tnake ariy 
fills Ori it, 
A. Yes-, sir. 
· Q. In which direction was the fill that you made! 
A. I made the fill adjoining the fill that the service sta-
tion---my predecessots had made for a service station. I 
joined tbat on the east side and niade a fill for approximately 
two hundred feet east of that, varying in width from thirty 
io forty feet. 
Q. How many cubic yards of fill did you make, immedi-
ately adjoining the preset1t highway Y 
A. I contracted with Echo1s Brothers Construction Com-· 
pany and paid them for making 1, 7 43% yards. 
Q. For 1,743 cubic yards? · 
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A. And three-fourths cubic yards; yes, sir. 
page 50 r Q. Do you know how much 1 Could you give 
the Commission some idea of· how many cubic 
yards there was in the fill by your predecessor in title 1 
· A. That was estimated to be five hundred, but was not 
-measured. This ·that I paid Echols for was actually mea$-
ured1 · . . 
Q .. Now does. the new highway, that is the strip that was 
shown to the Co~issioners this morning, does that take in 
its entirety the ·:fill that you made and the fill that was made 
by your predecessors in title Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Mr. West, I wish you would state whether or not the 
location, the location that you have there, is an advantageous 
location for a filling station t 
A. I consider it to be very advantageous and .bought it for 
that purpose, due to the fact that you have a long view in 
· both directions. I intended locating the service station on 
this corner there, which would make the service station be 
seen-let it be seen, rather-for approximately a half a mile 
in each direction, which, in our business, is quite an asset. 
Q. How do you-what value do you place upon the land 
that is actually taken by the Highway Commission, that is, 
the land they are taking Y 
A. Do you mean this .36 of an acre Y 
Q. Yes, sir. 
A. Well, with the dirt that I have moved up there, I should 
say that it is worth Two Thousand Dollars. 
Q. Well, just how do you arrive at that figure; explain to 
the Commissioner, sirY · . 
page 51 ~ A. Well, if I had · to replace the 1,743 yards of 
dirt that was put on there, I figure it would cost 
me One Dollar a yard, would cost me $1,743.00, very close 
to it, and that, in addition to that, you have five hundred 
yards of dirt that was already there, and I would have to re-
lay the pipe to the spring at about Two Hundred Dollars or 
better. ,, 
Q. In other words, the highway is now making a fill on 
both sides of .that fill you already have in there? In other 
words, they are :filling up that grade¥ 
A. Yes, sir, I have already ma~e the fill on my property. 
Q. I say the Highway Department is bringing the new 
grade up to the fill which you have placed there Y 
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. And that is true on both the east a11-d west; that is 
right? 
A. That is right. 
Q. And when the new highway is constructed, they will get 
the benefit of your fill that you. have already constructed t 
A. They won't have to make it because I have already put 
it there. · 
Q. That was made in 1937? 
A. It was put there in 1937 or 1938. 
Q. Mr. West, when you purchased those lots there, I wish 
you would state whether or not you purchased the water 
right¥ 
page ·52 }- By Mr. Stephenson: I object because it is a 
question of construing the deed. 
By the Court: I think it is a question as to whether he 
still has water rights. 
By Mr. Collins: 
Q. Let me ask yon this question: was there water on these 
premises when you purchased iU 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And was that water you had to pump, or a gravity sys .. 
temY 
A. Gravity. . 
q. And from what point, just where did this water come 
from? 
4. Tt came from up on Mr. Vowles' land, a spring west of 
this property approximately :fifteen hundred feet. 
By Mr. Stephenson: I object, Your Honor, please, cro~s-
ing that highway. I don't want to get something confusing 
in the record. The deed specifically says it was from the 
south side. 
By the Court: You can disregard the water crossing the 
highway. You are not concerned with that. 
pag·e 53 ~ By Mr. Collins : 
· Q. Mr. West, in building the new highway, what, 
if anything, did they do with reference to the pipe line lead-
ing to your location 7 
A. They closed it at a point where it crossed the high-
way, all the way down to my boundary line, a distance of 
1,450 feet. It was covered. up. It was also a plug down 
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there, or -outlet, which I presume the highway men, in work-
ing, knocked off or broke down. .I couldn't find it. I don't 
sav they did it. It could have been done by somebody. else. Q. Wbat is the apparent depth of that line under the new 
fill on the new highway 7 
A. I guess fourteen feet. I don't know the depth. I imagine 
the State Hig·hway Map will show the depth of that fill. I 
don't know. I would say ten to fifteen feet. 
Q. But it will be entirely on the highway property? 
' A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I believe you saw Mr. Warren Powell as to what would 
be the approximate cost of using a new line to this new lo-
cation? 
A. I don ~t ha\'0 any right of way to put it on. 
By Mr. Stephenson: I object to that, Your Honor, please. 
By the Court: Objection overruled. 
page 54 } By Mr. Stephenson: The water right is fixed in 
the deed. It is the same right of way. 
By the Coud: He still has the water rig·ht, if that is what 
you are figuring on. 
By Mr. Stephenson: Yes; sir. 
By Mr. Collins: 
Q. Mr. West, what will it be necessary for you to do to 
make use of the remainder of your land for the purpose for 
which you bought it, after the building of the new highway 0? 
A. I would have to build some more fill, thirty or forty 
feet back down toward the river, and then I don't know tbat 
I have got room. I would have to change to a narrow build-
ing. Y du see, we had plans for that building originally and 
I would. have to. make a narrow building because I would 
want to g·o down on the ground to the roadway. I don't 
know whether there would be room enough, and I ~on 't think 
there would be, behind this building for a road that a truck 
of any size could go down there and use fol' a parking space, 
down to that flat ground. 
Q. In laying out a filling station, how far back from the 
rofJ,dway or highway is it necessary to stay before you start 
to build? 
page 55 } A. We use thirty-three feet bona the face of our 
building.· 
Q. Just explain to the Commissioners why it is necessary 
to ·use that much space, or what the law is¥ 
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A. Well, iu the first place, we cannot park a car on the 
State highway for the purpose of filling up with gasoline, 
so we leave a space of twelve feet from the right of way line 
:to what we call the island, the space to set our pumps. The 
island is three feet, that is fifteen, and then we leave a space 
-0f eig·_hteen feet from the highway, and then that will give 
room for these long trailer-tractors to make the turn and 
-come up to the side, which I fig·ure takes eighteen fe~t .. 
Q. So, then, what will be the approximate height of the fill 
that you will have to make, adjoining the new highway! 
A. That would take it .. 
Q. Well, give the approximate variations on iU 
A. I suppose that the ground next to the present fill, that 
the highway there, I suppose it is eight or ten feet high, and 
-0n the back .side of it, when you go down hill thirty or forty 
feet, I imagine it would be fifteen feet high. 
Q. And what length of fill would it be necessary for y9u 
to put int 
A. We usually use two hundred feet. 
Q. So, in order to make good use of this land that is not 
taken by the highway, you would have to put in a fill of two 
hundred feet long, ranging from eight feet in the front to 
fifteen feet in the rear; is that correct, sir¥ 
A. The State Highway only gives you an esti-
page 56 r mate and tbe estimate has been secured, for which 
we paid for all over ninety-seven feet, if I am not 
mistaken, as an entrance outlet into the service station on 
the highway. In addition to that, you have got to have room 
to park ca1·s and trucks, etc., and so that accounts for the 
other eighty feet. It would be approximately two hundred 
feet long, both for an entrance and a parking· space. 
Q. Mr. West, what would be the approximate cost of ad-
justing the remainder of this land there under the conditions 
.caused there by the change in the highway! 
A. That is very hard to get at. I went so far as to ask 
the contractor, but I didn't'have any dirt. I would have to 
go somewhere and secure same dirt some place, and he 
couldn't give me a figure until I could tell him where he could 
get the dirt. I didn't have any on mine because I took all 
off of the other end, ancl it would depend whether the dirt 
would be loose dirt, solid rook, or loose rock. This contrac-
tor told me that if this dirt was across the r.oad, right' at it, 
for a small job like that-
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By M1-_ Stephenson: Objection .. 
By Mr. Collins : 
Q. In order to make a fill there to adjust the remainder 
of your la~d .to -the new location, what will it cost you a cubie 
yard to get ditj; there or to make the fill V 
A. That goes right back to the other question. 
page 57 ~ 1 haven't got any dirt. I don't know where I 
could get dirt from. I would have to go some 
place to secure some dirt. 
Q. Can you give any figure on that, sir?· 
A. From the information I have gathered, it costs a dol-
lar or two a yard. 
Q. I haven't :figured out the cubic yards. Do you have 
any :figures what it would cost, if you decide to do it, in dol-
lars and cents, to "the new condition¥ 
.A. I :figured on it and it ran: so high I let it alone. It got 
prohibitive. · · 
Q. Can you give us what those figures are 1 
By Mr. Stephenson: I object for Mr. West indicates his 
figures are not based on anything except just information he 
did secure. . 
By the Court: Objection overruled. 
By Mr. Stephenson: I want to except. 
_By Mr. Collins: 
Q. What would it takef 
A. I consider it would take, to make that fill, between four 
and seven thousand cubic yards of dirt. ' 
page 58 ~ By the Court : 
Q. That is for the whole loU 
.A. No, sir, for a two hundred-foot station and an aver-
age depth of thirty-five feet. T~at is an estimate. It wasn't 
measured, and I figure that it would cost in the neighborhood 
of a dollar and a half a yard. That also is an estimate be-
cause I didn't know where I am going to get the dirt. 
By Mr. Stephenson: I move to strike out that answer· as 
not responsive, and improper evidence. · 
By· the Court: Overruled. 
By l\f r. Stephenson : Exception. 
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By- Mr. Collins: 
Q. Mr. West, after the new highway is completed, will the 
remainder of the land, that is, the remainder of the land be-
tween the new highway and the river, have any value without 
improvements or fills being put on it? · 
A. I figure that the cost of making a fill down there would 
be so high 'it would be prohibitive to build and make the bal-
. ance of the land and therefore you would have to 
page 59 ~ throw it away, .unless you could sell it to some 
person for some purpose, I don't kuow what. 
Q. Would it be suitable for building lots after the ilew 
highway is built? 
A. I don't think so. 
Q. I ask you whether or not the river gets up on the lower 
end of these lots! . 
A. I have seen it up there once. 
Q. You say once. Wh[J.t do you mean, how hight 
A. High enough to wasli some old cabins away of the man 
I bought the property from down there. I think he had an 
· anchor for those cabins or something but it washed them down 
against the lower side. 
Q. You place the figure of two thousand dollars on the 
land actually taken by the Hig·hway, basing that· upon the 
evidence, mostly upon the cubic yards of fill that you. placed 
on the land that will be taken? Now what value do you place 
on the damage to the residue.? 
A. I think, if I hac1 that property in his present state, I 
could sell it for Forty-five Hundred Dollars, so that would 
leave Twenty-five Hundred Dollars for the balance of it. The 
value of the property, Mr. Collins, for the purpose for which 
I bought it, is the frontage adjoining the hig·J;iway. I didn't 
buy it for ordinary lots or anything of that sort. 
By Mr. Stephenson: I object to that. 
By the Court: Objection sustained. 
page 60 ~ By Mr. Collins: 
Q. Is that particular site a good site for a fill-
ing station? 
By Mr. Stephenson: I object because the witness has al-
. ready testified. 
By Mr. Collins: 
Q. Mr. West, is there any other location between Coving-
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ton and Clifton Forge that you know of that bas the same 
·advantages as a filluig st&tfon, a~ this particular site T 
. By :Mr, Stephenson,:. Qbjec·t to that. 
By the Court: ObjeGtion susta,i11ad. 
By Mr~ Collin~: 
Q, l\{r. W~st, is there ap.y watei· ava,ilable in that area 
tb~re other than the river and wells? I mea.n, how do other 
people get w~ter down there, if you know¥ 
A.. I think they have got wells. 
Q. Is there a telephone, long distance telephone right of · 
way line rig-ht at the rear end, the rear part of this prop-
erty? 
A. Yes, sir. 
I i. 
I think that is all, ·sir. 
page 61 ~ CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Stephenson : . · 
Q. Mr, West, what did this property cost you when you 
acquir4:1rl it¥ 
A.. I paid the owner Fifteen Hundred Dollars cnsb, and let 
him move the house, take that off of the property, in 1937. 
Q~ .And what did it cost you to put ht the fill that you spoke 
of that Echols Brothers madeT 
A. I paid Echols $697 ,50. 
Q .. $697.50? 
A, Yes, sir. I also paid Mr. Tom McCallister $18.82 for 
a solid eoncrete footing down under the present fill for. the 
purpose of making filling. That was i~1 there, down under 
that fill some place. 
Q. And does that repn~$ent your total ~xpenclihne on the 
property? 
A. Vl ell, I went ahead and paid taxes on it, 
Q. I am now talking· a.bout th~ construction of it, I am not 
talking about the purchase price now. Now, Mr. ,vest~ you 
boug·ht j t in 1937, you say? 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And it has been just in the same condition since that 
time, until the present time, except the fills that hflve been 
made by the Bighway Department? and what you put on there 
hy Echols? · . · 
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A. That is right. . 
page 62 } Q. In other words, it hasn "t been operated as a 
business place at alU · 
A. No, sir ... 
Q. And the water line that you spoke of has been laying 
there unused during that period f 
A. YeS;, sir. 
Q. In other words, -there was no water running there, was 
there! 
A. No~ no water. No water to my knowledge. 
·Q. Of course, when you spoke of filling along there for two 
hundred feet, Mr. Vl est., isn't that quite a long distance, and 
a long local distance for a filling station Y 
A. For that kind of filling station, we generally ask for 
three hundred and try to get three hundred. 
Q. ,v ell, I am speaking of the ordinary filling station in 
towns and adjacent to towns. They don't take up an extra 
lot, many of them T . 
A. Some of them run clown to fifty, practically, but they 
are practically worthless when they do, but this sit~ was 
bought especially for a trucking company and I might. sity, 
at the request of a trucking company. 
By l\fr. Stephenson: I object to that. 
By the Court: Objection sustained. ·You may disregard 
tliat answer. 
page 63 ~ By Mr. Stephenson: · 
Q. Yo1ir value of the land is based upon the idea 
that it all had to be filled there, originally, to make it worth-
while-I mean to make it worth while for a :filling station? 
A. Wl1e11 I bought it, I know I put some more value there 
for the purpose for which I wanted it. 
Q. I say you placed your value on the land .t~ken by the 
Highway Department, that you knew that, or1gmally, that 
there lmd been a fill put in by you and your predecessors Y 
A. What I had filled and what had been filled. 
Q. \Vliat had been filled and what you had filled t 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you estimated that at two huhdred feet long! 
A. That is right. · 
Q. Of couree, you don't claim that the land that was out-
side of tlmt filled area, tho area on that side where you filled, 
woulrl be of any value as a filling station Y 
.A. Repeat that~ please? I didn't understand it. 
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Q. I say the land on that side whe:re it had been fillecl in 
by you, between that and the river, you don't claim the land 
has auy use for a filling station t 
.A. I have got to build a. road down there and use it for 
addition!ll pa:rking space, that flat land. 
Q. But you claJm that does.11 't have any value 
page 64 ~ unless you had a service station attached to itY 
A .. That is right .. That don't have any value~ 
Q. Of course, Mr. C1ark's land adjoins that on the end 
there and there is no reason why people couldn't build on it 
for dwelling p1frposes 1 
A .. No, I don't see why they couldn't .. 
Q. Your hmd lies lik(l his Y 
A .. ·well, that fill slopes down in between, from the place 
where you hit my land to Clark's. The highest part of the 
fill is at this end and at the end next to Clark's., it is lower. 
Q. It is the· same i 
.A. The fill at his line and mine are the same, right on the 
property line .. 
- Q. And, as you said very frankly: you conldn't ·estimate 
what it would take to make ·anotl1er fill there 1 You haven't,. 
you don't know what that would take¥ 
A. I couldn't say exactly, no,. I did estimate it. 
Q. You estimated it from four to seven thousand cubie 
yards, is that right 7 
· .A. That is right. . 
Q .. That was for building, that estimate was based on a 
fill there two hundred feet long and, as you said, thirty feet 
or £ortv ·feet wide f · 
A .. B"etween thirty and forty. 
Q: Do you know how long that property-do you know 
whether itwas being used as a service station wllen you bought 
it, Mr. West, or what it was being used fort 
A. I don't know whether it was being used for a 
page 65 ~ service station when I bought it or not. I don't 
· remember. 
Q. It had been. and had been abandoned before that, or do 
you know? 
.A. I don't know. 
Q. Well, do yon know wJrnther there were pu~ps there and 
that kind of equipment there when you bought it? 
A. I am not sure. I don't think there were. As a matter 
of-·fact it never amounted to _much as a service station,. it 
hadn't, beca:use the fill, there was too little fill to get in and 
out of it. The ·old building was a rattletrap, service station 
I 
. ! 
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in front and living rooms, and was poorly constructed and 
improperly operated. I tbink the prohibition people made 
several raids. I don't think the place had a very good repu-
tation. 
Q. Y 011r recollection is, there was no service station equip-
ment there, but it had been previously removed Y 
A. It had been a station ·at one time . 
. Q. You bought it, with the right to remove the building! 
A. I just bought it for Fifteen Hundred Dollars and gave 
his permission to have the building and he hauled it off. 
Q. You recorded that in the deed Y You didn't pay them 
for it and give him the building back, or did you reserve it T 
A. That was in our bargain that he could have the build· 
ing·. 
Q. That is what I understood you to say? 
A. Yes, sir. 
page 66 ~ RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION.· 
By Mr. Collins: 
Q. J\fr. West, what was the approximate value of this build-
ing that you let your seller remove Y 
By Mr. Stephenson: I object to that. tt wouldn't be ma-
terinl. 
By the Court: That would be material as to what purchase 
price he paid for the land. . 
By Mr. Stephenson: Well, Fifteen Hundred Dollars is 
what he paid for the land. The building isn't concerned in 
tLis case lrnre. 
By the Court: Objection sustained. 
By Mr. Collins: . . 
Q. Mr. West, I wish you would state whether or not the 
price that you got from Mr. Echols, I believe Mr. Echols is 
the road eon tractor Y 
.. A. Yes, sir. 
Q. \Y:u; that a low price or big·h price? 
page 67 ~ By Mr. Stephenson : Objection. 
By the Court : Sustained. 
By Mr. Collins: . 
Q. I will ask you this question: could you make a fill at 
this time, the same fill that was made by Mr. Echols, at any 
such pri(')e as Mr. Echols gaye you at that time? 
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A. I don't know that. 
Q. I say would the eost of putting in the same :611 that Mr. 
Echols made for you in 1937, could you put in that same fill 
today at the price J\fr. Echols charged you of $697.50, by any 
meanst 
A. I was fortunate in catching Mr. Echols coming hv there 
with the steam-shovel, is the Teason he made the price he 
gave me, and then he quit before he finished, before he mov~d 
all the dirt I wanted because he ran into Rome rock. some 
loose rock. · 
Q. Mr. Stephenson has asked you.about Mr. Clark's. That 
is out at the east end of your loH Isn't the fill on the old 
highway much lower at that point tban it is up where the 
old Thayer :filling station, where the stone wall is? 
A. I would say the fill is about half the depth down there 
as it is up at this end, approximately. 
Q. So anyone that would buy what is left down there for 
building a residence would have a fill in front of 
page 68 ~ ihem and the high water of the river behind them! 
A. That is rig-ht; yes, sir. You eouldn 't use it 
down at that end for a service station, due to the fact-
Q. I am talking about a residence, what is left. 
A. That is right. 
Q. I understood you to say that if the hig·hway hadn't come 
in and made the change, you could sell it for Forty-five Hun-· 
dred Dollars Y 
By Mr. Stephenson: I object. He didn't say that. 
By the Court : The objection is sustained. 
By Mr. Collins: 
Q. How much acreage do you have in ther~, Mr. WesU 
A. A little over two acres, I think, approximately, two 
acres and a sman fraction. 
Q. Mr. Stephenson has asked you if, after you bought it, 
you hadn't done anything with it and just left it lay tl1ere. I 
will ask you if there is any reason why you didn't do any-
thing with it Y · 
· page 69 ~ By Mr. Stephenson: I object. 
By the Court: Objection sustained. 
Bv- M:r. Collins: 
0 Q. I will ask you this question : shortly after you bought 
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it did, or did not, the State Highway Department talk .about, 
or start surveying about changing that roruU , 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And until this present .suit, the suit we are now in, did 
you know the location the new highway would be laid, or 
located? 
A. Not until the State Hig·hway road man came to me to 
buy it. 
Q. I mean that was a _right short time before this suit was 
brought? 
A. No, it was a year ago. 
Q. I think tba t is all, sir. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION .. 
By Mr. Stephenson: 
Q. Mr. West, you don't mean to say the Highway Depart-
ment started to relocate the road soon after you bought this 
land in 1937, do you t 
page 70} A. They commenced talking about it, said there 
was a great deal of talk about the location being 
changed, widened, ete., and scared me out of building, which 
was a good thing. · 
Q. Just common talk 1 
A. Just common talk. I think the Highway were down 
there a number of times. 
By Mr. Stephenson: '1 objeet tb that. 
By Mr. Collins: Mr. Stephenson asked him if he used it 
or let it lay there. . · 
By t11e Court: I don't think that is material I ask the 
Commissionm·s to disregard it. I sustain the motion. 
("Witness stands aside.) 
By Mr. Collins : vV e rest. 
page 71 ~ REBUTTAL EVIDENCE: 
A. S. MADDOX, 
being recalled on behalf of plaintiff, testified as follows: · 
By l\fr. Stephenson: 
Q. ~Ir. Maddo~, you are engineer, you have stated! 
A. Yes: sir. 
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. Q. Are y@u familiar with the effect of water on a pipe that 
is not .used for a number of years! I say, are you familiar 
with what that will dot 
A., Yes, sil' .. · 
By Mr .. Collins: .I object.. . 
By the Court : 
Q .. What kind of engineeJT are y6n 1 
A. CiviL . 
Q. I see. I don't know whether a · civil engine·er can pass 
on hydraulics. · 
By the Court: I will have to sustain the objection any way 
because the State acquires the land over which it lays. They 
do not acquire the water right in this case. Mr. West still has 
the water right but do-esu 't have the water line. 
By Mr. Stephenson.: I was going to show the condition 
of the pipe line was a faetor of damages, of the. 
page 72 ~ land taken~ 
By the Court : I clon 't think it woul<l: be ma-
terial .. 
By Mr. Stephenson: 
_ Q .. I will a~k you this question, ){1·. Maddox: you Imve 
known this property for how long? 
A. Since 1943, early 1943. · 
Q. Did you examine it at that time 1 
.A. Yes, sir. I. didn't bmst the pipe to see but was no water 
visible. 
Q. Now the- question that I wanted to ask, I will put _it 
and let Your Honor rule on it: if that pipe line had remained 
in use from 1937 until you saw it in 1943, what would be the 
e:ff ect of time on it f ' 
By Mr. Collins: Objection. 
By the Court: Objection sustained. 
By Mr. Stephenson: Save point. 
By Mr. Stephenson: 
· Q. Now, Mr. Maddox, you heard Mr. Powell say 
page 73 } he estimated it would take about $268.80 to pay for· 
labor to dig the ditch. Are you familiar with what 
the cost of doing that kind of work ist 
A. I estimated it woulcl cost ten cents a foot to lay it. 
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Q. You estimated the cost of digging the ditch and laying 
it would be teii cents a foot 7 · 
A. Ten cents a foot. 
Q. And are you familiar with that kind of work and the 
cost of it in your business? 
A. Yes., sir. 
By the Court: 
Q. That doesn't include the cost of the pipe? 
A. No, sir, laying the pipe. That, of course, is in that type 
of soil. · 
By Mr. Stephenson: 
Q. What did you say tl1at was a footT 
A. Ten cents. 
That is an, str. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Collins : 
Q. Mr. l\Iadclox, didn't you tell M:r. West it 
page 74 ~ would cost approximately Five Hundred Dollars 
to move that pipe. line 7 
By Mr. Stephenson: Objection. 
By the Court : Overruled. 
By Mr. Collins.: 
A. The only thing I can say is the estimated costs we have 
of re-laying that line is eight cents a foot. · 
Q. I am talking n bout this particular question. When we 
were talking about this line, when you were representing the 
Highway pepartment, didn't you tell Mr. West it would take 
approximately Five Hundred Dollars to move that line! 
A. I discussed it with Mr. West. I don't know what esti-
mate I gave him. 
Q. When you are talking about it, which do·you mean, what 
type of labor are you talking about? · 
A. Using machinery. 
Q. You wouldn't bring machinery in for a little 
page 75 ~ pipe line? · 
A. I had the machinery there. 
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Q. :You are estimating the costs of using automatic ditch-
digging machinery? Mr. Maddox, you didn't tell the Com-
missioners that, that yott wete estimating laying it with a 
machine? 
A. I estimated it at ten cents a foot . 
. Q. And you knew that Mr. Powell was giving you a pick and 
shovel estimate T 
A. No, sir., I didn't know. He didn't say what he was go-
ing to use. · 
Q. You knew he said the labor would be $26&80 t 
A. I didn't know. 
Q. You come in here and try to make this Commission be-
lieve you could do it for eight cents and you tell them you 
are basing it on a machine operated proposition T 
A. I think I said ten cents. · 
Q. Ten cents. You are talking about a machine proposi-
tion T Why didn't you tell the Commission without my ask-
ing, prizing it out of you Y 
By ;Mr. Stephenson: Objeetion. 
By the Court: Sustained. I don't think it makes any dif-
ference what method you use, if you mm do it at a certain 
cost. 
("\VItneRs stands aside.) 
page 76 ~ The following Instructions numbered J through 
V were g·iven by the Court on behalf of the Peti-
tioner, and Instructions A and B were given by the Court on 
behalf of the defendant, which are all of the Instructions given 
in the proceedings and to whlch Instructions there were no 
objections or ,exceptions by either party; except as herein-
after stated. 
I. 
The Cou,rt instructs the Commissioners that the · burden 
rests upon the defendant, R. A. West, to prove by a preponder-
,ance of the -evidence the v:alue of the land t.aken ·and the 
amount of damages, if any, to the I"emaining lands of the d~-
f endant by reason of the construction .of said J1.igl1way. 
7 
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II. 
The Court further instructs .the Commissioners that while 
it is competent to introduce :evidence as to the value of the 
land taken .and the damages to the remaining land, such evi-
dence is opinion evidence and the Commissioners are not re-
quired under the· law to be bound by such opinion evidene.e. 
Ill. 
The Court instructs the Commissioners in determining the 
:award in this case they should proceed as follows : 
First: To ascertain the value of the property of R. A. West 
actually taken by the State Highway Commissioner in this 
proceeding'.. 
Second: The Commissioners are then directed to ascer-
tain the damages, if any, to the remaining property o.f the 
said R. A. West. · 
page 77 } Third: To ascertain whether there will be any 
enhancement or increase in the value of R. A. · 
\f\T est 's remaining land or property by reason of the construc-
tion or improvement of any. highway-0ind if there is · such 
enhancement in value off-set the same a~ainst the damages 
:as set out in Instruction 4. ~ 
IV .. 
The Court instructs tlie Commissioners if thev believe from 
.a view of said land and f:rom the evidence before ibem iha.t 
there is anv enhancement or increase in the value of R. A. 
,Vest's remaining property by reason of the construction or 
improvement to be made by the Highway Comrnis~ioner, then 
the Commissioners mnst, off-set the amount of such enhanced 
value against the -damage.~ if any, resulting to the remaining 
property of the land ownP.rs by reason of such construction 
c-or improv.ement; provided snc,h enhaneeme.nt in v.alue ·shall 
not be .off...iset against the value of the pr.0p:ea'ty taken, and 
lJ:rovi&ed further that if s11C!l1 enhancement in value slb.all .ex-
ceed the damage, there shall :be no recovery against the said 
-defendant, R. A. West, for s1.rt:ch ·excess. 
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The Court further instructs the Commissfoners that under 
the law ·of the.State of Virginia, the State Highway Commis-
sioner is re.quhed to replace any private entrances destroyed 
by it in the repair or construction of the highway through the. . 
lands of R. A! West, and are further required to leave any 
private entrance in the same condition as it was prior to such 
repair or improvement. 
page 78 ~ The defendant, R... A. "\Vest, waives all objections 
made fo plain.tiff's instructions .. 
~ / 
A. 
The court instructs the commissioners that it is the duty 
of the commissioners in determining the value of the land 
which is taken by the State Highway Commissioner to con-
sider all the uses. to which the land may be reasonably adapted 
and to award compensation upon the basis of the most ad-
vantageous and valuable use. 
The court instructs the commissioners that in arriving at 
the damages to the residue of the land of the defenda~t, not 
taken by the State Highway .Commissioners, the commission-
ers should consider the costs., if any, of adjusting the residue 
of the property to the new conditions brought about by the 
cmistruction of the highway in question and the inconvenience, 
if any, to which the land owner will be subjected on account 
·of the location of said road in the future operation of the 
cle:fendant/s landr 
-(Objections to defendant's instructions.) 
By Mr. Stephenson: Of course, Instruction ''A'' sounds 
all ri.ght. It is a matter of putting on it the market value. 
By the Court: I think both of them are all right. I don't 
see there is any objection to them. · 
page 79 } By :M:r. Stephenson: I don't know whether en-
titled to B. · It is not a matter of adjustment to the 
highway. I am going to object to instruction B because I 
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don!t think it is a matter of adjusting the land to the highway~ 
By the Court: I am going to give Number B and you can 
state your objection to it. 
By Mr. Stephenson: My objection is, it isn't similar to. 
where you are adjusting land and a highway passes through a 
different portion of the land and thereby necessitates the 
change or removal of buildings, so that it will adjust to it. 
In other words, as I see it, there is no matter to be adjusted 
here, to the residue of the property. It is the claim of the 
defendant that the property cannot be adjusted to the new 
highway, so it becomes a question of how much damages is 
to,, the residue of the land.-Exception. 
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